Ozaukee County Strategic Planning

MASTER Department Head and County Board Pre-planning Survey Results
June 25, 2019
2018 Survey Results
2019 Survey Results
Comments in red italics are comments from County Board
Comments in black are Department Head comments
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Question 3: Department n=29 Dept Heads, n=15 County Board

Comments
• Other - Facilities
• 3 Unknown
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All Goals – Importance
n=29, Index = # “Extremely Important/Highly Critical” responses * 9 pts + # “Very Important” * 5 pts + # “Somewhat Important” * 3 pts +
# “Not Important at all” * 1 pt + # “No Opinion / Don't Know” * 0 pts

Top 5

Top 5
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All Goals Gap Analysis
n=29, Index = # “Executed Exceptionally/Better Than Expected” responses * 9 pts + # “Executed Very Well” * 5 pts + # “Adequately Executed” * 3 pts + #
“Poorly Executed/Needs Improvement” * 1 pt + # “No Opinion / Don't Know” * 0 pts

Top 5

Top 5
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All Goals – Importance and Execution
n=29, Index = # “Extremely Important/Highly Critical” responses * 9 pts + # “Very Important” * 5 pts + # “Somewhat Important” * 3 pts +
# “Not Important at all” * 1 pt + # “No Opinion / Don't Know” * 0 pts

1. The strategic plan has not, to my
limited knowledge played a significant
visible role in guiding our activities.
Perhaps it has generally informed those
who played a role in developing it,
which could be important.
2. We need effective leadership at the
Board Chair level, the County Board
Chair is elected by the Board, therefore
represents the Board. Department
heads and Management work for the
Board. We have term limits at
committee level, we should look at
mirroring what we have there. It
appears to me that at most times the
County Administrator and a few
Departments heads set the policy and
vision for Ozaukee County.
3. I believe the county staff is doing a
great job moving all these items
forward. Not sure I have any suggested
changes.
4. Transportation, Need to coordinate
with Sate on traffic issues on Highway
60 thru Grafton. Work with SEWRPC to
initiate traffic study for additional
bridge over the Milwaukee River at
Cedarcreek Road.
5. Continue to provide good, reliable
public transportation with expanded
hours and coverage.
6. Expand advertising to increase tourism.
7. Provide a destination point like a
BassPro shop or cruise ships
8. )
5

Q5 - Tell us what you think about the I. TRANSPORTATION: I.A Maintaining and Enhancing County Owned Roadways.
How important is it and how well is it being executed?
Customer - What do we need to provide to our customers to achieve success?
County (wide) leadership ‐ planning, grants, resource development
Planning for alternative forms of transportation
Efficient travel ‐ time & fuel consumption
Snow removal
Safe and sound lighting, surface, signage, etc…

Processes- What are the processes that we must excel at to provide high quality service?
Hot mix operations ‐ cost benefit analysis
Snow removal ‐ planning and operational analysis
Intergovernmental cooperation -marketing of services, equipment purchases, communication
Information on planned construction and detours
Communication & Website enhancements

Financial - What are the financial goals that must be successfully funded?
Maintenance deferrals
Competitive private sector bidding and cost benefit analysis
Increasing intergovernmental projects and revenues

Learning & Growth - What are the processes that we need to improve and expand upon to meet our goal?
Interdepartmental employee sharing and cross training
Research partnership with UW‐System and MATC
Use of technology to enhance efficiency

1. Highways and transportation are a core government
function.
2. Obviously, the services that our Highway Department
provide are a core function of county business. Two
areas that the language of this specific goal does not
address are the funding of these projects and the
overall operational business model that Ozaukee
County has in place. These are interrelated. The
Ozaukee County business model is to staff in the spring,
summer and fall to ensure that the work force is
available to provide winter maintenance. Over the
years, this business model has advanced two large
business decisions, the operation of a hot mix plant and
providing road maintenance to three towns at a
discount (subsidized by the other municipalities).
These are two operational areas where the expenses do
not cover costs, which limits the county’s financial

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

ability to fund projects. A discussion of these business
decisions will allow the county to set the course for the
long term.
Look at staffing levels at highway for summer projects
and winter maintenance. Do these levels match or are
they inflated due to the Town work that is discounted
and subsidized with County Levy?
Needs to advance Strategic Goals: Consistent funding &
well-trained staff.
I'm not sure what our strategy is related to providing
services for other municipalities. We're not maintaining
County owned roadways.
Funding for maintenance items.
Funding for related vegetation management items.
Competitive private sector bidding and cost benefit
analysis are important to provide quality roads/snow
removal at as low a cost as possible.

9. "A plan must be implemented and strictly adhered to.
10. Once maintenance deferrals begin, they cause a backlog
in subsequent years.
11. As a results, more time and money is needed to catch
up.
12. Most likely there was not any money allocated to
improve the roads.
13. I do not have anything bad to say about the maintaining
of our roadways and services related to those
roadways. I think Ozaukee County does the best it can
with what it has. To add to that, from an end-user
perspective, I have never had issues with county
roadways in winter.
14. I am good with the county managed roads. The freeway
needs help.
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Q6 - Tell us what you think about the I. TRANSPORTATION: I.B Maintaining and Enhancing Public Transportation.
How important is it and how well is it being executed?
Customer - What do we need to provide to our customers to achieve success?
Enhancing public access ‐ assessment of public demand and service expectations
Coordination with private sector employers and employees
Maximization of public use
Development of service amenities
Evening and weekend service
Financial - What are the financial goals that must be successfully funded?
Cost benefit Analysis of ongoing operations and capital expenditures
Seeking alternative revenue sources & private sector revenues
Advertising revenue

Processes- What are the processes that we must excel at to provide high quality service?
Maximization of internal efficiencies (fares, maintenance costs)
Discounted ridership programs
Development of service for students
Coordination of bus and taxi service for customer
Express commuter service and stop service
Analyze wholly County operated system efficiencies
Festival and holiday services ‐ coordination with Milwaukee events
Marketing and advertising opportunities
Learning &Growth - What are the processes that we need to improve and expand upon to meet our goal?
Continued planning and coordination of service with regional attractions
Coordination with local businesses and employment agencies
Client surveys to assess expectations
Use of technology for efficiencies and as a communication and marketing tool
Enhanced scheduling tools

1. Customer: Evolve taxi service to be as on-demand as possible.
partners to make certain that our services complement each
Continue merger of Transit Services with Washington County to
other is equally important. The future of the Express Bus Service
dissolve county line barrier between taxi services.
is an operational area that will require some critical decision2. Public transportation should not be a 'loss leader.' Opportunities
making if ridership trends continue. A larger discussion is
for public transportation for necessities is important, convenience
required to determine the strategic placement of Transit within
-- or availability of public transportation as an alternative to cars,
the context of a countywide strategic plan. Is Transit a core
bikes or traditional methods is not.
strategic function or a subcategory of transportation?
3. expanding transportation options from northern Milwaukee
5. There have been some improvements with public transportation
county may assist Lasata in gaining employment applicants and
as it relates to extending Milwaukee's public transportation
helping current employees who have transportation challenges.
system to Mequon. The joint transportation position between
4. Transit in Ozaukee County is currently in an evolutionary state as
Ozaukee and Washington Counties will also assist with this goal.
the merger with Washington County moves towards reality. This
However, there is still a larger need for our residents to have
merger is one area for advancement. Overall, Transit is a nonwider access outside of the county.
mandatory service that is a benefit to citizens who rely on it for
6. Needs to advance Strategic Goals: Develop local partnerships with
transportation to employment, medical appointments and other
Non-Profits Driving agencies & better communications with Users.
activities. Ensuring taxi and bus service for this customer base is
7. Lead in public transportation opportunities and provide funding
important. Leveraging connections with our not for profit
including public private partnership to facilitate getting workers to

businesses in the County.
8. Provide better access to different modes of public transportation
and provide funding including non-traditional transportation such
as bikeways and bike paths."
9. Are we working with our surrounding counties?
10. Providing a reliable public transportation system is important.
11. It allows people to obtain essential goods and services as well as
social and recreational past times.
12. Have heard a lot of good comments about the current system.
13. That I have heard from those that utilize this service, it is a good
service.
14. Transportation, Need to coordinate with Sate on traffic issues on
Highway 60 thru Grafton. Work with SEWRPC to initiate traffic
study for additional bridge over the Milwaukee River at
Cedarcreek Road.
15. Continue to provide good, reliable public transportation with
expanded hours and coverage.
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Q7 - Tell us what you think about II. COUNTY GOVERNMENT: II.A Ensuring Proactive Leadership. How important is it
and how well is it being executed?
Financial - What are the financial goals that must be successfully funded?
Inquire ‐ what does staff expect from County Board
Customer - What do we need to provide to our customers to achieve
success?
Keep the finger on the pulse & stay focused on the long term
Use best practices
Keep County Board focus on policy vs. operational issues
County Board stays informed ‐ responsible and accountable
Provide quality services at a low price

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Focus is often financial, rather than broadly focused on all of the
categories. More focus on communication, providing information for
decision making, and performance management is required. Identify gaps
in services requires more focus as well.
Ozaukee County has a tradition of subtle and consistent leadership.
Historically, decision makers have resisted the urge to enact policies based
on 'putting a finger in the wind to see which way the winds of public
opinion are blowing.' Instead, county government has had leaders that
hold the course, avoid waste and make the decisions that are necessary but
not for convenience or political appeal.
Within the context of levy limits and a conscious effort to only ask our
taxpayers to support what they can afford - this is an area where the
county can make significant strides that will enhance overall operations by
building capacity in staffing and operations. This overall goal and bullet
points under our four areas of focus are so vast and impactful, that they
deserve a critical conversation. Continuing the efforts to educate and
inform staff and the board. Discussions on overall culture and its impact
recruitment and retention. Culture’s impact on innovation. Measuring and
providing resources to what is important and reallocation of funds from
those areas that are not critical.
Lasata receives consistent support and leadership from the county and
committee, they demonstrate knowledge of industry specific issues and
provide direction as needed
I believe there have been minimal to above average strides in these areas
(customer, financial and processes). I am concerned of the first
measurement under Learning and Growth (Ozaukee and Washington
Counties reunite). From a Human Services perspective this would impact
service provision, not necessarily in a positive way. There has been large
turn over within the HS Department in Washington County since 2016 and I
would be concerned about Ozaukee's high service provision standards
decreasing especially in the following areas: Child Protection, Behavioral
Health, and Children's long-term care (Birth to Three and Waiver) based on
our observations and professional interactions.

Fiscal Responsibility ‐ Establish justification and accountability for decision making
Provide management incentives
Promote flexibility in hiring
Make 'investments’
Processes- What are the processes that we must excel
at to provide high quality service?
Move focus from the bottom line ($)
Educate and train staff
Identify gaps in service provision

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

"Continue to seek new and innovative ways to serve the County citizens
through technology or continuous training.
Get direction on priorities from the County Board so Leadership can better
plan and serve the County residents. "
Continue to enhance management training. Work to grow as a trauma
informed work environment.
Needs to advance Strategic Goals: Opportunities to educate Supervisors &
Focus on Policy-making.
Ensuring Proactive Leadership. I believe that the foundation of programs is
leadership and promoting growth and knowledge within the departments
and staff. I feel that we have wonderful leadership at HSD and that the
goal is promoted.
Remove Ozaukee and Washington Counties Reunite. That is misleading
and a confusing statement. I would propose something like analyze
services and potential partnership opportunities with all of our local
stakeholders when it makes sense; not just because we want to. There is
some opportunity to benchmark here if we want. For example "...at a low
price" - we can determine if we are actually providing service at a low price.
Invest in employees and demonstrate support for work of the Departments
through policy actions.
Allow flexibility in hiring and funding Department capital and operations.
Be visionary with an eye on opportunities."
Being able to compete with the private sector for quality employees is very
important. Also ensuring employees have access to critical resources and
identifying what those resources are.
Department heads must have a long term plan and keep the board advised
of projects.
This will benefit both in the decision making process."
"Measure and enhance employee engagement.
Conduct a performance excellence assessment as discussed by Walter.
Encourage continual professional growth for all employees."
Think there is a lack of resources that could be used to make this work
better.

Educate and innovate
'Think it through’
Learning &Growth What are the processes that we need to improve and expand upon to meet our goal?
Ozaukee and Washington Counties Reunite
Analysis & coordination of municipal, County and state legislation
Provide information for decision making
Performance measurement

22. I may have a bit of bias here. Our processes ensure accountability for
actions taken and decisions made to further the growth of Ozaukee
County. Fiscally, everything dollar within the County's coffers is
collateralized/protected 100% of the time. New, intriguing investments are
made based on the constraints given by Wisconsin State Statute. We are
making money on our money and we are doing it safely, maintaining
maximum liquidity, and safeguarding every dollar.
23. I do not expect anymore from the county board except the trust and
understanding that what I report is true and accurate. I love to answer
questions about the money the county has. I think Finance has done an
exceptional job ensuring our transparency and accountability, updating and
tightening processes where need be.
24. Getting the departmental dollars to the Treasurer's office has been nearly
perfect in terms of compliance with our Policy and Procedure manual. That
process remains a very strong process and ensures the safeguarding and
immediate depositing of all funds daily for maximum gain.
25. Not enough education and training available to the staff
26. It's impossible to provide ""quality service"" at a low price - I'm thinking
about salaries in all the departments and this is not balanced throughout.
We need to have a better salary in order to obtain qualified candidates.
Again, there is not an understanding of the positions with the pay steps there is not a comparison with other departments and ""similar positions"".
"
27. All department heads are not on the same page. Same rules don't apply to
all departments. Too many backroom agreements. Not transparent.
28. We need effective leadership at the Board Chair level, the County Board
Chair is elected by the Board, therefore represents the Board. Department
heads and Management work for the Board. We have term limits at
committee level, we should look at mirroring what we have there. It
appears to me that at most times the County Administrator and a few
Departments heads set the policy and vision for Ozaukee County.
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Q8 - Tell us what you think about the II. COUNTY GOVERNMENT: I.B Consolidating Services. How important is it and
how well is it being executed?
Financial - What are the financial goals that must be successfully funded?
Learning &Growth Efficiency and effectiveness
Processes- What are the processes that we must excel
Customer - What do we need to provide to our customers to achieve success? at to provide high quality service?
Public safety communications ‐ Countywide dispatch
Regional approach and focus
Develop strong managers, empowered and proactive
Enhancing relationships with State of Wisconsin
Management incentives
Washington and Ozaukee Counties reunite
Grow the olive branch Reach out to other units of government and strengthen relationships
'Suggestion box’

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

We've consolidated/merged when sensible, but not sure of need to be
a strategic priority.
Consolidation has not been working well with social services. From my
perspective we are losing mission and accountability.
The planning process deserves a discussion of how to characterize
consolidation within the context of countywide strategic planning is.
Consolidation occurs are the micro and macro level in our organization
on an ongoing basis. Discussions on consolidation are framed in a fiscal
context, will the county save money or enhance services. The same
discussions involve the assumption or yielding of political/policy
control. Often the loss of political/policy control eclipses the fiscal
discussion. If the county’s goal is to focus on consolidation as pillar of
the business model going forward it will determine the proper
placement of these efforts within what we work towards on a day-today basis. If the county’s goal is to pursue consolidation on a case-bycase basis, as it has for many years, this goal may become a subset of
the Proactive Government goal.
Combining Lasata and Samaritan campus does not seem realistic nor
feasible, knowing what I know the differences are and what I believe
would be incredibly difficult to "unite". Sharing health insurance,
employee benefits and programs and current working employees may
be successful with the right policies in place. I reached out to the
Administrator at Samaritan to consult as needed. We have good
professional relationship.
Customer •Regional approach and focus (The Human Service Department has
used an consortia model in our Economic Support Unit and for
Comprehensive Community Services Program in our Behavioral Health
Unit. When it makes sense and enhances services for our customers I
will encourage the discussion. This should not be encouraged if it
doesn't benefit our customers.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

•Enhancing relationships with State of Wisconsin- Our Human Services
Department has excellent relationship with members of the State. This
has been very helpful in getting answers quickly, receiving additional
support and establishing an excellent reputation.
Financial
•Efficiency and effectiveness - I believe Ozaukee County has executed
this area very well.
Processes
•Public safety communications - Countywide dispatch ( we are
executing this goal.)
•Develop strong managers, empowered and proactive (I believe this is
an area that could be improved. Some is happening on a small level.
The Human Resource Department has began this through it's trainings
however, how can we provide higher level training and enhancement
to our Department Heads?
•Management incentives (I am only familiar with our spot bonus and
end of year bonus programs. I am not aware of any management level
incentives.)
•Washington and Ozaukee Counties reunite (I have expressed my
concerns to this for the previous question.)
The last two Processes bullet points and Learning and Growth have
been poorly executed with the exception to Employee education and
make a case with potential partners for benefits of consolidation.
"Need follow up information about current joint services to see how it
has benefited the County and if we are actually saving money.
We should continue to seek joint service partners but only after
extensive analysis of the pro's and cons and does it benefit the
County."
Continue to look at opportunities to partner where possible with
community partners and other government agencies. Reach out to
those entities in order to see where they believe partnership can

What are the processes that we need to improve and expand upon to meet our go
al?
Work with State of Wisconsin, identify legislative hurdles
Coordination with Wisconsin Counties Association, regional forums
Be a catalyst
Employee education
Make the case' with potential partners for benefits of consolidation

expand; looking at short and longer term planning.
19. Needs to advance Strategic Goals: Open minds to examine
opportunities & Honest discussion about goals/expectations.
20. Remove entire section. Leave it in II.a
21. Focus on partnerships that are meaningful... win-win situations, but not
necessarily on consolidation alone.
22. Participation and support for regional efforts that provide for long-term
goals.
23. Ozaukee County needs to work on communication between it's own
departments before considering further consolidation with other
entities. Department heads/managers need to have a better
understanding of what the other departments within our county do
and be able to coordinate services together better. More interaction
with departments is necessary.
24. The more local the control, the more citizens can feel comfortable in
the services.
25. Priorities may get blurred if there's too many partners. "
26. The Ozaukee and Washington County reunite does not appear to be a
huge cost savings. Coordinated projects and efforts could have greater
impact.
27. We have seen consolidation of services with Public Health. To me,
consolidation of duties across county lines can bode well for the
taxpayer and potentially save, but the bigger the consolidation, the
more potential there is for decreased efficiency from the outset of the
consolidation. Consolidation is largely and tug of war, in my opinion. It
can be great if everything lines up the way it should, but disastrous if
something is missed.
28. Develop strong managers. Management incentives. Mandatory
employee education and training. We operate in silos.
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Q9 - Tell us what you think about the II. COUNTY GOVERNMENT: II.C Increasing County Government Profile.
How important is it and how well is it being executed?
Financial - What are the financial goals that must be successfully funded?
Customer - What do we need to provide to our customers to achieve success?
Contract for marketing services
Define differences in programming, municipal, County and state
Research marketing grants
Develop and expand community forums
Televise meetings and invest in technology
Define ‐ 'What does Ozaukee County do for you?'
Connect with the Public
Processes- What are the processes that we must excel
at to provide high quality service?
Provide high quality service
Educate County Board Members to ensure a consistent message
Educate public of County Programs
Emphasis and build on the positive
Public access television

1.
2.

3.

4.

Currently this is being accomplished in a decentralized way. If it is to be
a continued focus, coordination from leadership will be required likely
in the form of a Public Information Officer.
There's no need to do this. While good publicity might make people
feel good about where they live, without it they would anyway. We
don't need it to attract tourism or business. I think these expenses are
a waste.
Marketing of county services and enhancing the web and social media
presence is an area our constituencies will demand in 2019 and
beyond. Consistency in information and messaging is equally critical
within our organization and outside. The development and funding of
a marketing plan to assist county departments (especially the Lasata
Campus, Human Services, Transit) can provide a measurable ROI.
Additionally, the county has an opportunity to enhance organizational
culture. As Drucker states, “culture eats strategy for breakfast.” Can
the county build capacity within the current fiscal constraints to hire
and retain the best workforce and empower them to do great work? A
discussion of culture will enhance all attempts at strategy. Improving
culture will ensure that Ozaukee County is able to continue to provide
superior services within the fiscal constraints that necessitate a
sharpened focus.
Marketing Lasata within the Ozaukee county profile would be
extremely helpful, social media, print ad, local business partnerships,

campaigns, special events etc.We really need some marketing efforts
focused on the campus as the competition grows and expands literally
right next door. It may assist in increasing employee applications.
5. I think a full-time marketing position is something the County should
consider. This person could look at updating our brand, having a
stronger social media presence, assist in seeking grant opportunities,
sending a clear consistent message to our community. Our connection
to the public could be improved. This is, in my opinion, likely due to
becoming so lean that it falls to the "back burner" and as a result our
relationship in the public eye is not as strong as it could be.
6. "Improve the web site with more current information on a more
frequent basis and use social media for local events, deadlines and
services available to the public.
7. Needs to advance Strategic Goals: Publication of events/achievements
& Education of Supervisors
8. We are not doing much of this, but I'm not sure that the public cares.
9. Provide for meaningful discussions with all constituents of the County
regardless of where County resources are being invested.
10. Support Departments as the front line communication to the citizens
and municipalities of the County."
11. Educating the public on county programs is important. Providing as
much info on the website is important.
12. Educating the public about the county's programs helps in getting

Targeted message, consistency
County Board communication as an individual responsibility
Learning &Growth What are the processes that we need to improve and expand upon to meet our go
al?
County highlights news column
Reporting of services at municipal level
Develop a communication 'skill set' for County Board
Empower County board to Communicate
Public Informational Officer
Evaluate communication process

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

people the services they need.
Contract for marketing services.
Build on the positive.
Evaluate communication process.
This is an area that has targeted the employee. Efforts have been made
to engage the public but the greater public misses the message.
I think it is valuable to reach out to the residents of Ozaukee County to
let them know about our services. I think it is good to remain proactive
about upcoming dates, events, etc. that impact our residents.
Educating the public on the programs available through the county is
very important.
Provide high quality service
•Educate County Board Members to ensure a consistent message
•Educate public of County Programs
•Emphasis and build on the positive
•Public access television
•Targeted message, consistency
•County Board communication as an individual responsibility
Develop a communication 'skill set' for County Board
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Q10 - Tell us what you think about the III. HUMAN SERVICES: III.A Protecting The Community And The
Individual AND II.B Providing Effective Services To Eligible Candidates To Achieve Self-Sufficiency. How important is
it and how well is it being executed?
Customer - What do we need to provide to our customers to achieve success?
Financial - What are the financial goals that must be successfully funded?
Identification of resources
Build Human Service reserves
Continuum of Care
Measuring proper investment
Allow for clients to function in society
Proactive ‐ 'buy now' or pay later ‐ prevention
Services for individuals who need it
Continuous assessment
Independence
Measurable outcomes at individual program
Improve lives
Stability in transitions
Processes- What are the processes that we must excel
Education on available resources
at to provide high quality service?
Ability to remain in the home or least restrictive setting
Continuum of care
Affordable options
Data gathering & identification of barriers to outcomes

1. Likely requires more focus on strategic actions.
6. I believe we have met these goals with the exception of the
2. I only see a small part of the service performed in this area, but
marketing aspect of Processes. As I mentioned in a previous
I'm disappointed in the recent response to Children in Need of
response this area could be improved by having a full-time
Assistance and mental health.
Marketing position with the County. Additionally, the bullet point
3. "Human Services are a core function in the county. Coordination
under Processes- Replicate Family Care in other program areas, is
across county departments and with our not for profit partners is
one I'd be concerned about. The Family Care model is not one I
paramount. This coordination must be achieved with an eye
would, as a county Human Services Director, encourage or
towards creative approaches that engage county human services,
support the development of. Family Care is an entitlement
public health, law enforcement, the court system, health care
program, meaning all eligible customers must be enrolled in the
systems and not for profit agencies. Mental health issues in the
program regardless of the ability to fund their services. This
community underlie many of the issues that drive county
creates a huge financial burden to the program. If it is a county
budgets. Collaborating on solutions in this area will build capacity
run program then we would be increasing our use of levy to
in nearly every other area that our human services department is
support service provision. If the program is run by a non-profit
required by the State to address.
the county contracted with, I would presume the county would
4. Any discussion of Human Services cannot occur without the goal
still increase levy usage by increasing the contractual amount so
of ensuring the fiscal viability of our Lasata Campus.
the non-profit could adequately serve their customers.
5. need to close the continuum of care on Lasata Campus
7. Better utilize our web site to inform the public of the services we
provide. Use the media and social media to do PSA's for new

Program collaboration
Proactive ‐ early intervention and identification
Education of Public of available services & marketing
Replicate family Care in other program areas
Monitor and assess program outcomes
Learning &Growth What are the processes that we need to improve and expand upon to meet our goal?
Partnerships with not‐for‐profit organizations
Transitioning programs to State of Wisconsin
Regional solutions
Developing a quality workforce & philosophy of care
Creativity

programs being offered.
8. Seek new grants to offer additional services to the public in need.
9. Educate community and crisis responders related to the benefits
of least restrictive. Partnering with crisis responders in order to
jointly manage crisis situations at the highest level possible.
10. Needs to advance Strategic Goals: Opportunities for residents to
stay involved and living in their community.
11. "Support innovations of the Departments.
12. Invest in the continuum of care."
13. Getting people the services they need is important.
14. Human Services collaborates with other government agencies and
non-profits to create a safer community.
15. I have counseled with Human Services many times in the past
concerning residents who are facing tax-lien foreclosure. Human
Services has always been willing to work with me regarding these
people and having interdepartmental teamwork is paramount to
a successful county.
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Q11 - Tell us what you think about IV. QUALITY OF LIFE: IV.A Ensuring Public Safety objectives.
How important is it and how well was / is it being executed?
Customer - What do we need to provide to our customers to achieve success?
Emergency Management County operations
Proactive Safety, Security and Enforcement
Public Health (water quality, Haz Mat, Beaches)

Financial - What are the financial goals that must be successfully funded?
Proactive Safety, Security and Enforcement
Public Health (water quality, Haz Mat, Beaches)
Consolidation of Services
Use of technology
Fee(s) for service ‐ violators and offenders
Processes- What are the processes that we must excel
at to provide high quality service?
Evaluation of best practice

1. Not sure whether this should continue as strategic goal.
2. This is another core function of government. Law
enforcement does an extremely good job here. I'm very
familiar with law enforcement response in Milwaukee
County as well as much of Wisconsin. Public safety is far
better here than elsewhere. With regard to prosecution of
cases, there are incredible challenges and significant need
for improvement. Simply put, we need to have greater
resources -- prosecutors that have more time to invest in
their files. We also need to retain them long enough so
that the public can benefit from their experience. Criminal
laws don't just fill a chair, they need the experience to do
their jobs. We are falling far, far short in this area, here
and around the state.
3. Once again, this public safety aspect of quality of life is a
core function. I believe the same efforts at coordination
are necessary in this area. One area of focus is working

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Sell it! Consolidation of services ‐ with data and analysis
Intergovernmental relations
Learning&Growth What are the processes that we need to improve and expand upon to meet our
goal?
Build on best practices
Intervention
Educate the public on County's role(s)

with the Sheriff’s Department, courts and human services
proactive. Providing training for tactics, evidentiary
to find common ground in alternatives to incarceration and
preservation, and investigative techniques increases the
services that improve the transition from incarceration to
ability to detect and solve crime. Providing leading edge
life outside of the jail.
equipment gives the department the ability to safely
Receive very good support and direction related to
respond to scenes, preserve evidence and document
emergency planning from Scott and Patty.
evidence
Needs to advance Strategic Goals: Proper Funding/Staffing 10. Isn't Ozaukee County a sought after county to live in? I
Analysis & Needs/Issues Analysis
thought that was the case. This should show just how
"Invest in public health outcomes.
exemplary we are.
Provide further education on the County's role in ensuring 11. 5 departments fall in this category and the focus is on
public safety... arsenic, lead, etc."
Emergency Management. What about all of the daily
Ozaukee is annually one of the best places in the state to
required needs of; probate, family, crime, civil matters,
live.
adoptions, child support, and judgments, just to name a
Community engagement provide the conduit for greater
few. These some departments are state mandated
communication between law enforcement and the citizens.
constitutional office yet there is no process improvement,
Building trust through familiarity bridges gaps and allows
learning or growth mentioned.
for sharing of information which increases the ability to be
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Q12 - Tell us what you think about the IV. QUALITY OF LIFE: IV.B Preserving Farmlands, Recreational and Natural
Areas. How important is it and how well is it being executed?
Customer - What do we need to provide to our customers to achieve success?
Set an example through the maintenance of County‐owned lands
Financial - What are the financial goals that must be successfully funded?
Assist with planning for local level
Focus on agri‐business development as a goal for Ozaukee Economic Development
Provide Education
Encourage and plan Farmland Enterprise Zones
Purchase of development rights

Learning&Growth What are the processes that we need to improve and expand upon to meet our goal?
Build on best practices
Intervention
Educate the public on County's role(s)

Processes- What are the processes that we must excel
at to provide high quality service?
Evaluation of best practice
Sell it! Consolidation of services ‐ with data and analysis
Intergovernmental relations

1. Focus on agri-business development. Continue to assist in
planning and purchasing of development rights.
2. Market forces really should make these decisions. I think,
for the most part, government should stay out of the way.
3. Efforts in these areas are important, but in most cases not
mandated. It is an area where critical conversations about
what is in the target and what may not be as important. In
county ecological efforts the level of grant support of
positions has created a system that does great work, but is
highly reliant on the continuation of the funding. The
efforts to seek out, report out and fiscally manage grants is
one that takes a great deal of staff time both in our
Planning and Parks Department and for many of our
administrative departments. The staff time to approve
grants at the committee and board level is also part of the
equation. The policy question inherent in this discussion is
whether the cost matches the benefit.
4. County should improve focus on Recreation and Leisure
activities.

5. Golf Course Food and Bar services has been interrupted in
past years without a vendor to provide adequate service to
the patrons.
6. Plan a maintenance schedule for the County portion of the
bike trail."
7. 1. Need to work closely with local leadership (Towns, City
of Mequon) and discuss the topic as a "whole"and then
decide where to go from here. County is fortunate to have
a Natural Areas and Critical Species Habitat Protection and
Management Plan completed for this region which has
been effective at identifying the ""Best of the Best"" sites
to be protected resulting in some key areas being
protected. We need more focus on preservation of
farmland.
8. 2. A Farmland Preservation Plan which communities truly
desire to implement, needs to be developed and an
implementation plan adopted. There are tools in the tool
box which are not being utilized. "
9. Needs to advance Strategic Goals: Develop "draws" to

increase Public Use & Work with Local Users Groups to
expand opportunities.
10. In terms of zoning control it seems like our role is pretty
limited. We shouldn't put ourselves in a position to dictate
what landowners should be doing.
11. Invest in recreational and natural areas/lands in the County
similar to other adjacent counties including upkeep,
maintenance and facilities.
12. Support innovation and opportunity to capitalize on
relationships, grants and best practices to protect and
restore lands for habitat, water quality and Lake Michigan.
13. Purchase of development rights seems to hinder future
planning.
14. These decisions should be made as the need arises. "
15. More funding could have made this execution work better.
16. Providing recreational activities helps a community stay
healthy.
17. Preserving our quality of life is great, but is not our number
one responsibility to our constituents.
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Q13 - Tell us what you think about the IV. QUALITY OF LIFE IV.C. Increasing Tourism And The County Profile. How
important is it and how well is it being executed?. How important is it and how well is it being executed?
Customer -What do we need to provide to our customers to achieve success?
Match perceptions with reality
Financial - What are the financial goals that must be successfully funded?
Focus on 'niches' i.e., birds and bicycles
Develop a 'quality' website
County Golf as a segue to other opportunities
Increase County funding
Research and secure grants

Learning &Growth What are the processes that we need to improve and expand upon to meet our goal?
Consolidate information
Focus on uniqueness
Measure impact and set benchmarks

Processes- What are the processes that we must excel
at to provide high quality service?
Countywide opportunities, Fair, Pioneer Village, Historical Society, Flag Day
Increase coordination with County Tourism and Chambers of Commerce
Create an advertising 'buzz'

1. Executed well.
2. I just don't see the county as a tourist destination. Yes, we have some pretty places, but we'll never be Door County -- or Cape Cod, and I don't think the cost of trying to get this attention is
ever worth it.
3. I think this item overlaps with the marketing item.
4. I am hoping for more collaboration with other departments to help support the Lasata Campus as an Ozaukee county owned and operated facility as it relates to marketing and holding
special events.
5. "Better advertise and inform the public about events taking place in the County.
6. Increase recreational opportunities
7. Needs to advance Strategic Goals: Marketing of Opportunities & Focus on Quality of Life.
8. Support Ozaukee County Tourism at a high level and capitalize on the volunteer marketing provided to the County.
9. Invest in County Tourism goals and strategies including innovative partnerships with the State and Federal governments."
10. "Ozaukee offers a wide variety of recreational opportunities.
11. This enhances quality of life and is key to the economy."
12. There is a huge support group in the community that makes this work!
13. Expand advertising to increase tourism.
14. Provide a destination point like a BassPro shop or cruise ships
15. The strategic plan has not, to my limited knowledge played a significant visible role in guiding our activities. Perhaps it has generally informed those who played a role in developing it, which
could be important.
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Planning Assumptions and External Factors

• What’s coming that we need to pay attention to?
• What issues do we need to prepare for?
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Q14 What are the top three planning assumptions we can make about the next two years?
Write them as though it was a factual statement. We assume...
WORKFORCE

1. Finding quality employees will become increasingly difficult if we

can not compete with the private sector.
Hiring qualified personnel will become more difficult
Increasing difficult to find qualified employees.
Hiring Entry-level Staffing will continue to be difficult.
our workforce will age
with the aging workforce business need to learn how to recruit and
retain employees
7. an deeper sense of a retiring workforce will further come to
fruition.
8. As staff benefits decrease so does the retention rate of employees.
9. Standard of living increases at a faster rate than pay increases for
staff.
10. Recruiting and retaining key employees will be a goal
11. Workforce-employees will be hard to find both at government and
private sectors.
12. Your workforce will be aging and retiring
13. Hiring qualified personnel will become more difficult
SERVICES
1. Levy limits will negatively impact our ability to increase services
2. increased demand for county services
3. wants and the resources needed will not equate.
4. that we will have a higher need for services for our citizens
5. that higher than usual road maintenance will occur.
6. Health and human service needs will increase.
7. Aging population will require more services.
8. Demands will increase
9. Residential development will regain momentum.
10. Levy limits will negatively impact ability to increase services
11. Public will continue to expect a high standard of services w/o tax
levy increases
COSTS
1. Costs will continue to significantly rise.
2. sales taxes will be robust
3. Health Insurance costs will increase
4. increased costs for healthcare and transportation of residents and
employees

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

5. our existing costs will continue to rise
6. that costs will continue to be a key focus to the residential

taxpayer and Ozaukee County.
Personnel costs will increase
The rising costs of all services and goods.
cost of employees will continue to rise in all sectors
We should always evaluate the least cost methods
BUDGET
1. the county will remain fiscally conservative
2. we will need continued support with the budget for positions
3. State and Federal funding sources could change
4. a continued encouragement to utilize regional causes to get
additional government funding.
5. Debt will need to be paid off
6. there will be limited assistance for funding from the state
7. Budgets will be constrained.
8. General economic stability
POPULATION
1. Our population will increase
2. County population average age will increase
3. There will be added pressure to increase wages with the growing
economy and low unemployment
4. Moderate population growth
5. The population will increase.
6. Increasing population with increasing age will need more services.
7. The population will age (2)
8. Population and average age will increase
TAXES
1. Tax levy requests approved will be in line with new construction
2. property tax limits will still exist
3. The public will continue to expect a high standard of services
without tax levy increases.
4. County board will not want to raise taxes
GOVERNMENT
1. the board will continue to strive to have the lowest mill rate
2. Departments will closely collaborate to ehance programs and
serivces and collectively market county profile
3. there will be an increased desire to work across departments

7.
8.
9.
10.

within the county.

4. Residents will look for more/better communication.
5. The state and federal governments will be deadlocked by two
different parties in charge of branches

6. State will not make mandates without funding
DRUG SAFETY

1. continued challenges with illegal substance use contributing to

demands on the County
Drugs and substance abuse will continue to increase
The drug epidemic in the co should be our number 1 priority
The overall cost of the drug crisis
Substance abuse will get worse
FISCAL CONTRAINTS
1. I assume that fiscal constraints will still exist
2. Operational funding will remain limited
3. Capital funding will be constrained
4. fiscal responsibility will be of greater importance
TECHNOLOGY
1. technology will continue to advance which we may be able to use
for efficiencies
2. Remain competitive and up to date on services and programs
provided
MENTAL ISSUES
1. mental issues will increase the need for additional foster care
2. I assume that mental health and AODA issues will drive a
significant portion of the county budget
OTHER
1. position ourselves for the future
2. Become the provider of choice
3. Complete the care continuum on Lasta Campus
4. I assume that culture will improve from this effort leading to many
creative and cost effective solutions
5. Income will remain constant or increase
6. Infrastructure will continue to age

2.
3.
4.
5.
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Q15 What are the top 3 external factors / issues that we need to pay attention to?
STATE RELATED ISSUES
1. State and Federal funding
2. State support for mandated county functions
3. state budget proposal
4. Statewide funding changes and policy shifts
5. Revenue from State is dependent on upcoming state budget
6. State government policies, budget, etc
7. Lower federal and state reimbursement
8. State mandates versus State budget allocations.
9. State direction on youth incarceration,
10. State funding
11. Cuts and demands of state & federal government.
12. Statewide funding changes and policy shifts
\WORKFORCE

1. Workforce crisis
2. Tighter labor market due to low unemployment
3. Ability to recruit and retain cultural leaders who will advance the

7. What do the taxpayers want?

POPULATION
1. Aging population (4)
2. Population will continue to increase.
3. Demographic trends
4. Aging population, employees and consumers
5. Aging resident population.
6. Population drop in WI
7. Aging population
DRUGS & CRIME
Drug addiction issues will continue to increase.
Community drugs
national drug and alcohol updates
Crime/Public Safety
Drug and mental health issues on the rise.
Drug addiction

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

county
4. staffing/workforce crisis
5. The labor drain caused by major private industry
6. work force development
7. Salary/Wage levels
8. Labor market tightness.
9. Skilled workforce
10. War over talented people

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
1. Economic growth and retraction
2. Economic vitality
3. economic development
4. increased development happening as a result of favorable
economic conditions
5. Economy

CONSTITUENT DEMAND
1. Aging Population - More Demand for Services
2. Resident's growing/higher expectations.
3. Attracting younger generations and offering "amenities" they
want
4. citizens priorities
5. Heightened Residential Customer Needs
6. the constitutes will demand more but will not be willing to pay

1.
2.
3.
4.

MENTAL HEALTH
mental health issues
Mental/Behavioral Health - More Demand for Services
Mental Illnesses
Hospitals getting out of temporary mental health holds.
RECESSION

1. Economy will eventually slowdown - decreasing tax revenues
2. likelihood of recession happening relatively soon

3. Fiscal impact of a potential Recession.
4. Economic slowdown decreasing tax revenues.
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

1. Medicaid and Medicare funding
2. Poor reimbursement rates from Medicaid
HIRING STAFF

1. Increased need for a full-time Marketing position
2. Attracting talent
ROADS

1. roads will continue to deteriorate
2. County roads
COSTS/BUDGET

1. Inflationary pressures in benefits and other commodities that
drive budgetary decisions

2. Funding for deteriorating capital needs
3. Increased operating costs
OTHER
Democratic National Convention=increase of visitors to area
Providing a mix of housing and businesses
Grant opportunities within Human Services are greatly under
utilized, mostly due to staff time related to writing the grant
and follow up.
4. Housing Development
5. The Board needs to continue to set policy and vision
6. Compare ourselves to successful Companies in the private sector
7. Continue to educate everyone on the Team
8. Increased use of parks/bike trails/golf courses
9. Compare ourselves to successful Companies in the private sector

1.
2.
3.
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2018 Survey
Q3 What risks does Ozaukee County government face now or in the future?
FUNDING/ FINANCIAL STABILITY
decreases in revenue streams/sources
Possible reduction in state and federal
funds limiting programs
3. Costs to maintain infrastructure
4. financial sustainability
5. Although managed well, the County Budget
seems to always be tight and doesn’t allow
much wiggle room for new initiatives. It’s
tough to remain competitive and
innovative when budget is so limited.
6. funding
7. Greater costs of delivering important
services coupled with a reluctance /
inability to raise the levy; Inability of CB to
grapple effectively with larger and more
future-oriented county issues due to time
and agenda constraints; Aging and growing
population strains upon county services
from transportation to human services
8. Decreased state and federal spending
9. The cost to tax payers to continue to run
Lasata as is.
1.
2.

WORFORCE /STAFFING CHALLENGES
Lack of workers/employees entering
unskilled/entry level positions, fast food,
housekeeping, dietary services
2. Keeping qualified employees
3. Staff turnover.
1.

ECONOMIC FACTORS
a down turn in the economy
Raising taxes
loss of businesses

1.
2.
3.

COOPERATION/COLLABORATION
Creating silos, and unilaterally designating
how related entities can receive or access
data
2. I feel collaborating with Washington county
for financial savings is a mistake and a
away to lose our identity.
3. Local government bodies not working
cooperatively with each other or the
County to gain efficiencies

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
complacency
Finding qualified people who want to
contribute to the community
3. Disinterest in issues by citizens.
1.
2.

SOMETHING ELSE
Lack Of County Pro-activity
Jason squared
Making sure that we understand all of the
information before acting on it.
4. not sure
5. None beyond normal expected risks.
6. Not looking at the impact of a 20% increase
in population.
7. Stumbling over our own arrogance! We
CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS
keep telling everyone we are the shining
1. Changing demographics
example on how to run Government. Why
2. Aging population with attendant needs and
don’t we try to align ourselves with the
increase drug and alcohol abuse
business practices and principles of the
3. Losing our younger generation, thus
private sector where people are held
becoming a Senior Citizen County, which is
accountable to the bottom line.
not sustainable.
4. Aging facilities and infrastructure. Water
resource degreation. (Surface and ground
water). Recruiting and hiring quality
employees.
5. Aging demographics
1.

1.
2.
3.
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2018 Survey
Q2 What are the three most important issues facing Ozaukee County, that County government can and
should impact in this Strategic Plan?
INFRASTURECTURE
1. Roads, poor infrastructure
2. Aging infrastructure (2)
3. Increasing responsibilities in highway maintenance.
4. infrastructure
5. Preventative maintenance funding for Facilities.
6. infrastructure- roads, roof at courthouse, led lighting,
7. Infrastructure
8. Public Infrastructure
9. Infrastructure repair and update
10. Infrastructure issues across the county
11. Maintaining roads
12. upkeep of the County road
13. Maintenance of county properties
14. Roadways
DRUG ADDICTION
1. Addictions
2. Drug Abuse
3. opioid and other addiction
4. Opioid issues and their impact on public safety
5. Substance abuse
6. Drug abuse
7. Opioid epidemic
8. Heroin/Opiod epidemic
9. Opioid crisis
10. Drug abuse
11. opioid issues and its effect on services
12. Opioid epidemic
BUDGET / TAXES
1. Maintaining fiscally manageable/responsible debt levels
2. Prioritizing/evaluating capital expenditures
3. Maintaining healthy fund balance policy
4. maintain low taxes
5. Ensuring adequate budget to address County’s
operational needs; raise taxes modestly if needed.
6. zero tax increases
7. Finances
8. Budget (taxes)
9. How to deliver quality levels of service with budget caps
and zero tax levy increases
10. Hold the line on taxes
11. Reducing budget

QUALITY OF LIFE / SAFTEY
1. Maintain/enhance quality of life by ensuring clean water
and air.
2. environmental sustainability
3. Public safety/roads
4. Public safety (3)
5. Public Safety Crime Control, Prosecution and
Incarceration
6. Well being of its citizens: job opportunity, good roads,
health services and safety.
7. quality of life
8. Maintain services
MENTAL / PHYSCIAL HEALTH
1. Drugs/Criminal/Mental Health
2. mental health
3. Mental illness
4. Health care cost! All counties / businesses in the nation
face this dilemma. Let us partner with Sheboygan /
Washington counties and setup a wellness clinic with ie:
Aurora or Prevea and Bargin with insurance providers to
get maximum value.
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES
1. more economic development on the north end of the
county
2. economic opportunity
3. Link jobs and worker's transportation needs
4. economic growth
ATTRACTING JOBS / RESIDENTS
1. Investing in learning what attracts people to come to the
area to live and work
2. affordable housing
3. Job creation
4. Need to grow a younger adult population. Crack the nut
of how we attract young talent to our county.
SERVICES TO RESIDENTS
1. Preventive education for youth to help them make
healthy decisions for their future
2. Finding the resources to provide the services the public
is asking for
3. provide additional services to seniors in the county
including CBRF at Lasata and adult daycare services
4. A County Board that can work together to deliver quality

service.
Services for our aging population
Improve Transit services and efficiency
Provide transportation to disabled and elderly
COMMUCATION & LEADERSHIP
1. Communications not only with the public but within the
county government
2. Become a true Board of directors, by keeping CBS
engagement at the higher policy levels, and avoiding low
level, non-contextualized or incremental decisioning.
This strategic plan is an important step, but it will be
easy to devolve into grant approvals, or personnel staff
approval or low-level budgetary mods if we allow the
committee structure to be the exclusive forum for true
policy decisions. There need to be regular and deep dives
into the critical few issues facing the county, by the entire
board. The executive committee must set the agendas
bearing this in mind, and avoid letting routine business
drive the agenda exclusively.
3. Lack of Leadership! We have a great pool of knowledge
and new ideas from employees and county board
members, yet we refuse to utilize this resource. We need
to change our culture and be an organization that
empowers it’s people to improve their daily lives and
bring more value to our taxpayers. Our people have been
and always will be our Greatest assets! We are only as
strong as our weakest link.
4. Transparency
5. Lack of communication! I will use the fiasco of the Judges
as an example. Has anyone sat down with this group and
have an intelligent discussion? Does anyone really
believe that 100% of the blame go to Judge Voiland and
no fault to others? Maybe the county board chair, county
administrator, and the safety committee chair should
have a frank discussion with all key players.
EMPLOYEES
1. Hiring qualified employees
2. Ensuring ongoing support for staff and competitive
salaries; provide professional development opportunities
to retain staff.
3. Institutionalizing an entrepreneurial culture where the
staff at all levels seeks creative solutions to matching

5.
6.
7.

rising costs of priority services with non-levy funding
sources, including improved partnering with NGOs,
municipalities and private sector organizations
4. Pay for performance model with solid performance
review process
5. Retaining quality county employees
LASATA
1. Stabilize Lasata operations
2. Lasata
3. Future of Lasata funding
4. Lasata campus
5. Keep LaSata viable and providing high quality services
6. Lasata (long term)
7. Long term plan for Lasata
8. Maintain Lasata Care Center as county owned
OTHER
1. Aging population
2. Data efficiency
3. Farmland and Natural Areas preservation
4. Maximizing communication among government entities
5. Land preservation ahead of development. This makes it
affordable and by consulting with land use plans, can
enhance contiguous areas and their communities.
6. Reduce the size of local governments
7. Cyber security
8. Balancing expected population growth with protecting
the resources that makes Ozaukee County such an
attractive and successful place. How do we sustain ag,
open spaces, water quality and quantity, transportation,
human services, etc, in collaboration with the quilt-work
of municipalities of the County. Greater
intergovernmental teamwork that considers the broad
context of issues offers some possible synergies that have
not been fully explored--because there are difficult rice
bowl considerations.
9. How to address short term issues, while preparing for
long term trends and projections. 28% increase in
population (sewpc)
10. Consolidate with other local governmental units
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Customer Analysis

•
•
•
•
•

Who are your customers?
What are their needs / expectations?
Why do they come to you?
What’s important to them?
What are the biggest gaps?
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2018 Survey
Q4 What new, emerging, or unmet needs could be addressed by additional programs or services?
MENTAL/BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
LISTEN TO CITIZENS
1. a needs assessment should be done to
more group homes/facilities for
individuals being placed
find out what the needs are of the
2. Engage with mental health providers to
community or it is hypothetical to guess
2. Implement diversity and inclusion
be the driving force in providing an
"ozaukee county" treatment facility.
initiatives across the county. Find more
3. Mental health, smart growth; e.g.
way to get youth involved in government
housing, parks preservation, infrastructure
initiatives. Allocate funding for more
4. Behavioral health
interns.
3. Hear what the people have to say. Listen
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
to them and then review with our
1. I feel the drug problem has to be
employees and come up with the best
addressed in some way. However I feel we
solutions
can only administer what the State or US AGING POPULATION
government affords us.
1. CBRF/memory care at Lasata
2. opioid crisis, like the idea of bringing a
2. aging population
pharmacy onboard. I think it would save
money.
TECNOLOGY CHANGES
3. Heroin issues, transportation (including
1. Keeping the advance applications
road repair and maintenance)
employees current with the applications
and technologies
2. maintaining up to date technology (public
ATTRACTING YOUTH
1. attracting and retaining younger
safety)
demographic; attracting and retaining
businesses
2. a global view of database management
3. Research what is drawing young adults to
a community and making sure we are
developing g and MARKETING ourselves
as that community.
1.

BUDGET MATTERS
Developing intergovernmental (and
private sector) collaborations to stretch
dollars and leverage assets; developing an
effective and desired public transportation
system ; not really sure about this... ?
Meeting the requirements of Act 185 with
regard to County supplied Secure
Residential Care Centers
2. Funding for infrastructure
1.

SOMETHING ELSE
Jason squared
Potential growth (See Sewrpc vision 2050)
Housing options at our golf courses.
No additional programs or services, must
have more efficiency in the present
programs and services.
5. Work to consolidate not expand.
6. We can’t do everything
7. I feel needs are being met
8. Not sure
9. No comment
10. Do not know
1.
2.
3.
4.
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2018 Survey
Q5 As a key stakeholder, what are the concerns you hear most from County residents, regarding
County government?
TAXES/BUDGETS
Maintain low taxes and care for the environment
Wanting more for less.
Taxes
Taxes and road maintenance
How money is being spent.
Roadwork, traffic issues and keeping taxes low

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ROADS/ INFASTRCUTURE CONDITIONS
The only complaint I’ve heard was about I-43
Lack of infrastructure maintenance and lack of adequate
funding for health and human services agencies
3. water quality, transit services, road maintenance
4. mostly about condition of roads, lately complaints about
the food etc at the golf courses.
5. Infrastructure needs repair
6. Must improve the infrastructure especially roads.
1.
2.

LASATA
Lasata care levels and costsn. What does the County do
anyway.... a disconnect between county government and
the constituents it serves; Does the City of Mequon work
well with the County on shared issues? County
agricultural programs and their perceived impact/benefit
on farmers
2. Issues related to Lasata.
1.

SOMETHING ELSE
increasing healthcare costs for self and family/seniors
Need to do more to protect our land & water resources
Lack of bus service
The complaints usually center around response times.
I hear mainly compliments. Constituents love our parks
and golf courses. They appreciate our shared ride taxi
services for themselves or their children who depend on
the service.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SERVICES
Not enough deputies on the road
OTHER
Many of my constituents live on a fixed or limited income. 1. no concerns other than they need to be educated on
They are looking to us as elected officials to streamline
what you do
2. I don't hear much negative about the County.
Government and offer wYs to maintain needed services.
3. Jason squared
4. I haven't heard a lot of concerns
COMMUNICATIONS BREAKDOWN
1. Communicating services we offer
5. I do not hear any concerns. That could be good or not.'
2. Better communication of county initiatives and activities
3. Lack of communication
4. What do you guys do down there
5. They have no idea what the County is or what the County
does!
1.
2.
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Q16 Who are your top three "lead / target" customers? Lead / target customers are those
customers that if you satisfy their needs, you'll satisfy many others. Be specific. SORTED
FAMILIES
parents receiving support
parents paying support
Children and families
Children and Families in Crisis
Children and Families who need preventative services
children with disabilities
Adults in need of protection and services
YOUNGER GENERATION
1. Younger generation (not just families)
2. Youth
3. Young families/Single Adults
4. Children
5. Young singles/families looking for a good place to live/work and
make that happen. willing to help
BUSINESSES
1. Vendors of the County
2. BassPro store
3. Distribution like Amazon
4. Manufacturing that is labor intensive
5. Ozaukee County businesses

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

RESIDENTS
residents
Ozaukee County Residents
Taxpaying Citizens/Residents
Ozaukee County residents (3)

1.
2.
3.
4.

BOARD MEMBERS
County Board Members (2)
All County Employees
Board Members
County Board & Staff
County Boardmembers
Municipal and Town governmental leadership
State of Wisconsin and local government entities.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DEPARTMENTS
Department heads
Ozaukee County Departments
other departments within the county
Department Staff
State personnel

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CAMPUS TENANTS
1. Current and future campus resident and tenants
2. Families of campus residents and tenants
CITIZENS
1. Citizens
2. Citizens (in general)
JUDICIAL
1. Justice partners; DA/Corporation Counsel/State/internal staff
2. Attorneys
3. Judges
ELDERLY POPULATION
Elderly population
Elderly Drivers
Elderly
The elderly that have lived here for years and except something in
return

1.
2.
3.
4.

EMPLOYEES
Current and future employees
Quality employees (lead and target)
Taxpayers
Employees
Ozaukee County employees.
Satisfied Tax payers, they need to see Roi!
Taxpayers
Quality employees

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

AGRICULTURE

1. Agricultural Producers
2. Farmers
3. Ag producers
MUNICIPALITIES
1. Municipalities, specifically Finance Director/Treasurer's, Clerks
2. Municipalities
RECORDS
1. constitutes wanting vital records
2. Title companies access to records
OTHER
POWTS Installers
Human Service Customers
Homeowners
Shoreland & Floodplain Property Owners
constitutes looking for answers to their questions
Motoring public
Vendors of the County
Recreational users
Schools, law enforcement, first responders, hospitals
I want less business, not more. I deal with police, criminal
offenders and victims.
11. My understanding of the role of county government is to reduce the
number of customers we need to serve, be it prosecutions, prisoners,
mental health and drug related issues, etc.
12. Can we find public, private partners to gain efficiency
13. Poor
14. If we stay in Lasata, we need to be a leader in the market

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Q17 What do your customers like about your services / products? What are you good at?
SERVICES
1. Ability to deliver quality services - in many areas of
county government
2. Quality care, programs and services
3. The array of services provided.
4. Timely & Respectful Service
5. providing services for the family in the home
6. The quality of services and professionalism provided by
staff
7. Quality services
8. Health & Human Services
9. Quality care, programs, services
CULTURE
1. Respect
2. Approachability
3. promoting an individual and family strength
4. life skill development
5. Accountable to the community
6. Creativity
7. Caring
8. Quality
INFRASTRUCTURE
1. Highways in good condition.
2. Well maintained Buildings
3. Above average county buildings and roads..
WORK ENVIRONMENT
1. Consistent leadership and longevity of staff
2. Ozaukee Government is a good place to work
3. We hire good employees, let’s empower them
4. Accountability to community

ACCESS TO INFORMATION
1. Explanation of State of WI property tax law
2. the promotion/reminders of tax events yearly and bimonthly. Continued encouragement to stay current on
property tax payments
3. Providing information

COSTS
1. Reasonable costs
2. High quality outcomes and products at a great value
3. Moderate taxes
4. Budgeting
5. Fiscal responsibility.

EDUCATION
1. education
2. connection to the university
3. Excellent schools

JUDICIAL
1. providing access to the family legal system, for financial
issues
2. We provide pro se services (law clinic, paperwork
assistance)

FUNDING
1. using all state, county and federal funding
2. Efficient and effective use of outside (non levy) funding
3. Accountability and Transparency of all funds coming in
and going out of Ozaukee County
4. External reporting
RECORDS
1. Quick turn-a-round in getting vital records
2. Record Management
CUSTOMER SERVICE
1. Excellent customer service
2. Friendly service
3. working to resolve problems
4. Friendliness of front office staff
5. Responsiveness (2)
6. Friendly staff
7. Navigating bureaucracy for customers

RECREATION
1. Provision of quality recreational opportunities
2. Golf Courses and Parks
3. Fantastic recreation/parks system
OTHER
1. Convenience
2. Monetary Assistance
3. enforcing and collecting support orders
4. Anticipating future needs
5. That we're here, but the public has a false perception
about the size and capabilities of our current
prosecution resources.
6. Planning & Design Assistance
7. Paying customers
8. Snow plowing is acceptable, but could be enhanced
9. The Sherrif s dept has a great reputation
10. Public safety
11. Efficient use of non-levy
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2018 Survey
Q6 What's working here?
FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY
Strong overall fiscal position/health
Efficient Government, do more with less
Our statutory responsibilities are being
accomplished.
4. Keeping taxes low
5. Overall, I think we do a good job with the
resources available
6. Financial responsibilty
7. lean and effective government
8. Keeping taxes low.
1.
2.
3.

STAFF
Great staff and leadership team.
We have great county employees who
care about their work
3. We have an excellent group of employees
and board members.
4. Quality staff trying to meet the needs of
the residents
5. Department heads do work together for
the most part.
6. Good management team working as a
team.
1.
2.

SERVICES
Good schools. Low crime, but opioid crisis
is looming. Great parks but need to be
ever watchful for opportunities to develop
further, for when we do get the increase in
population, we will want to be able to
have adequate spaces to recreate and for
the natural world to be intact.
2. Visible things like roads, parks, law
enforcement
1.

LASATA
Reorganization/Revitalization of Lasata
Lasata facility caring for our elderly

1.
2.

SOMETHING ELSE
Collaboration within the county agencies,
working together on common goals that
benefit the citizens
2. I think the justice system does excellent
work
3. I feel communication is good, so most
things work and we work through items
that don't.

commitment to success and learning to
grow
5. Good honest officials listening to the
public as well as our employees.
4.

ALL GOOD
Most everything is working
Overall I thinking everything is working
okay.
3. Most county core duties are being met
well
4. Overall process of our day to work.
5. Too new to really know
6. I’m too new to have great context for
answering these questions, but I’ve been
impressed with staff. Good background
provided for the routine business of the
CB.
1.
2.

1.
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Q18 What are your top three customer complaints? What do they dislike? What are the
biggest gaps in your ability to meet your customer needs?
LACK OF COMMUNICATION
4. Taxes
1. Lack of understanding what Human Services is able to do/what 5. Tax money not spent wisely.
our role is.

2. Better dissemination of information
3. The Board doesn't understand what I 'do' from an employee
perspective

4. Situational complaints regarding cases- we need to do a better
job of communicating prior to a complaint.

5. Customer doesn't understand this deparment's limitations.
6. Lack of understanding of why a specific action/outcome took
7.
8.
9.
10.

place
Not understanding what county offers
Lack of communication
Communication
Mgmt and Leadership not listening to Rank and File

WORKFORCE
not enough staff
Support staff
Need more staff
Sustainable and consistent staffing to meet needs
do not have staffing to offer financial literacy
do not have a full time farm management educator

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ROADS
1. Pot holes/ money to fix roads
2. Roads
3. Road maintenance, both doing it and not doing it.
4. Repair the roads.
5. Bike Trails
6. Potholes/road condition/plowing
COSTS
1. Nobody likes paying late taxes w/interest and penalty.
2. High cost of health insurance premium
3. Doing things on the cheap. I don’t mean being fiscally
irresponsible.

JUDICIAL

ACCESS TO INFORMATION

1. online records are limited
2. Too restrictive

FUNDING
1. Nobody agrees with prosecution outcomes
2. providing access to the family legal system for any non-financial 1. limitations on funding and how to use it
issues
2. lack of funds for assistance
3. forced to have court ordered services
3. Not adequately funding agencies helping the disadvantaged
4. Have to wait for Judge's decisions.
RESPONSE TIMES

1. Slow response
2. Meeting deadlines
3. Mowing level of service (Requires more funding/staffing)
SERVICES
1. Any service backups. Debris from customers may accumulate
rapidly and cause backups in other services.
2. leaf pick up, not fast enough, time
3. We should look at downsizing bus service
4. Service
ENVIRONMENTAL

1. Inability in some cases to resolve environmental issue
2. Investment in protecting the environment
3. Environment investment or lack thereof
POLICE DEPARTMENT

1. Citizens would like more deputies on the road
2. Don't see squads in their neighborhoods
3. Perceived attitude of deputy usually associated with a police
action

BUSINESSES

1. don't do enough to help businesses
2. TIF district isn't fair to existing businesses
GOLF
1. The concession vendor at H H Golf is an embarrassment
2. Golf Courses
OTHER

1. Land records website navigation is not fun.
2. Intersection improvements (Requires more funding)
3. community education related to what services are available
within the community but outside of the county

4. laundry
5. The duties of the Treasurer's office are statutorily bound. They

must be met. Customer's do not like the understanding that
there is very little we can do if taxes are late.
6. 11 steps to reach top of pay grade
7. Ability to meet new needs and challenges
8. more options of efficient cost efficeint preventative services
9. meals/food
10. uneven flow of work
11. We don't need more parks.
12. Delaying too many capital projects
13. Dispatch
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Q19 What are one or two things your customers say you need to improve? What would
"wow" them?
TECHNOLOGY
1. Increased technology - being able to fill out
forms online.
2. Simplifying and automating processes
3. Being able to provide certified copies by email.
4. Streamline payment and reservation options
and opportunities
5. improved use of technology

SERVICES
1. Better timing on snow events, better use of
personal
2. Better explanation of services.
3. Smooth roads
4. Pool in Virmond (and maybe other) Park
CONSTITUENT SUPPORT
1. additional support
2. Addressing immediate needs and opportunities
3. Helping constituents use county services

JUDICIAL
1. Prosecution outcomes, we are either too
harsh, too lenient, we prosecute too many
CUSTOMER SERVICE
people or too few.
1. Exceptional customer service from front line
2. the external resources to provide those in need
workers
with access to legal advice
2. more direct care staffing for each resident
3. Being able to see court documents online.
TAXI
ACCESS TO INFORMATION
1. Perhaps have an Uber option with more
1. Accuracy of information
flexibility.
2. Access to information on demand at anytime
2. Continue to expand taxi services. Good
progress has been made but we need to
SAFETY/DRUGS
continue .
1. Citizens would like more deputies on the road
2. Have deputies at every school
3. Increase of safety
4. Enhanced efforts towards the drug epidemic

OTHER
1. rehab centralized on units
2. Website Navigation
3. Better publication of projects
4. Resource staff for children and families like
ADRC
5. No deadlines and can pay on demand
6. Expansion of services
7. Relationship with Mequon
8. Doing more with less
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5. Who are your top three "lead / target" customers? Lead / target customers are those customers that if you satisfy their needs, you'll satisfy many others. Be specific.
6. For each Lead / target customer, what are their top three or four needs / requirements? What do they look for from your Department? What's important to them?
7. What do your customers like about your services / products? What are you good at?
8. What are your top three customer complaints? What do they dislike? What are the biggest gaps in your ability to meet your customer needs?
9. What are one or two things your customers say you need to improve? What would "wow" them?
Department

Administration

Department

Lead Customers

Likes

Dislikes

County Board Members
Management Team and Staff

1. Ability to deliver quality
services - in many areas of
county government

Human Service Customers

2. Ozaukee Government is a good
place to work

Lead Customers

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

1. Don't know

1. Support staff effective systems and technological
improvements

1. Accuracy of information

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

1. Lack of understanding of why a specific action/outcome took
place
2. Better dissemination of information
3. The Board doesn't understand what I 'do' from an employee
perspective

One or two things to improve

1.

Better dissemination of information
communication

Board Members
Administration

Department Staff
Citizens (in general)

Department

Lead Customers

1.

District Attorney

I want less business,
not more. I deal with
police, criminal
offenders and victims.

That we're here, but the
public has a false
perception about the size
and capabilities of our
current prosecution
resources.

1.

Nobody agrees with prosecution outcomes

1.

Prosecution outcomes, we are either
too harsh, too lenient, we prosecute
too many people or too few.
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5. Who are your top three "lead / target" customers? Lead / target customers are those customers that if you satisfy their needs, you'll satisfy many others. Be specific.
6. For each Lead / target customer, what are their top three or four needs / requirements? What do they look for from your Department? What's important to them?
7. What do your customers like about your services / products? What are you good at?
8. What are your top three customer complaints? What do they dislike? What are the biggest gaps in your ability to meet your customer needs?
9. What are one or two things your customers say you need to improve? What would "wow" them?
Department

Lasata Senior Living
Campus

Lead Customers

Likes

Current and future campus
resident and tenants

1. Quality care, programs and services

Current and future employees
Families of campus residents
and tenants

Department

Lead Customers
parents and families

University Extension

Youth

2. Accountable to the community
3. Consistent leadership and longevity of staff

Likes
1. education
2. connection to the university
3. life skill development

farmers
Department

Lead Customers
All County Employees

Finance

County Department Heads
Vendors of the County

Department

Lead Customers
parents receiving support

Child Support
parents paying support

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

1. not enough staff
2. meals/food
3. laundry

1.
2.

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

rehab centralized on units
more direct care staffing for each resident

1. do not have staffing to offer financial literacy
2. do not have a full time farm management
educator

1.

additional support

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

1. Providing information
2. Paying customers
3. External reporting

1. Meeting deadlines

1. No deadlines and can pay on demand
2. Access to information on demand at anytime

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

1. enforcing and collecting support orders
2. providing access to the family legal system,
for financial issues

1. providing access to the family legal system for
any non-financial issues
2. resources for transportation and employment
for payers

1.

the external resources to provide those in
need with access to legal advice
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5. Who are your top three "lead / target" customers? Lead / target customers are those customers that if you satisfy their needs, you'll satisfy many others. Be specific.
6. For each Lead / target customer, what are their top three or four needs / requirements? What do they look for from your Department? What's important to them?
7. What do your customers like about your services / products? What are you good at?
8. What are your top three customer complaints? What do they dislike? What are the biggest gaps in your ability to meet your customer needs?
9. What are one or two things your customers say you need to improve? What would "wow" them?
Department

Lead Customers

Likes

State personnel

1. The array of services provided

Human Services

Schools, law enforcement, first
responders, hospitals

2. The quality of services and
professionalism provided by
staff
3. Friendliness of front office staff

Department

Lead Customers

Likes

Dislikes
1. forced to have court ordered services
2. more options of efficient cost efficient preventative services
3. community education related to what services are available
within the community but outside of the county

Children and Families in Crisis

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

1. Lack of understanding what Human Services is able to
do/what our role is.
2. Situational complaints regarding cases- we need to do a
better job of communicating prior to a complaint.
One or two things to improve

Human Services

Children and Families who
need preventative services

1. Stabilization for families

Department

Lead Customers

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

Children and families

1. Need more staff
2. limitations on funding and how to use it

Resource staff for children and families like ADRC

children with disabilities

1. providing services for the
family in the home
2. using all state, county and
federal funding
3. promoting an individual and
family strength

Lead Customers

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

1. Training
2. Benefits

1. High cost of health insurance premium
2. 11 steps to reach top of pay grade

1. Simplifying and automating processes

Human Services

Department

Adults in need of protection
and services

Department heads
Human Resources

Employees
County Boardmembers
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5. Who are your top three "lead / target" customers? Lead / target customers are those customers that if you satisfy their needs, you'll satisfy many others. Be specific.
6. For each Lead / target customer, what are their top three or four needs / requirements? What do they look for from your Department? What's important to them?
7. What do your customers like about your services / products? What are you good at?
8. What are your top three customer complaints? What do they dislike? What are the biggest gaps in your ability to meet your customer needs?
9. What are one or two things your customers say you need to improve? What would "wow" them?
Department
Land and Water
Management

Department

Lead Customers

Likes

Agricultural Producers

1. Timely & Respectful Service

POWTS Installers

3. Monetary Assistance

Lead Customers

Likes

Commuters
Highway Department

2. Planning & Design Assistance

Shoreland & Floodplain
Property Owners

Elderly Drivers

1. Highways in good condition.
2. Timely Service
3. Well maintained Buildings

Recreational Bicyclists
Department
Clerk of Circuit Courts

Dislikes
1. Regulations
2. Inability in some cases to resolve environmental issue
3. lack of funds for assistance

One or two things to improve

Website Navigation

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

1. Issues with State Highways (Not our jurisdiction)
2. Mowing level of service (Requires more funding/staffing)
3. Intersection improvements (Requires more funding)

1. Better publication of projects
2. Increase of safety

Lead Customers

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

Pro se parties seeking justice

1. We are responsive and timely.
2. We provide pro se services (law
clinic, paperwork assistance)

1. Have to wait for Judge's decisions.

1.

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

1. Excellent customer service
2. Record Management
3. Collections

1. Customer doesn't understand this department's limitations.
2. Closed after 5 pm
3. Collections

1. Being able to provide certified copies by email.
2. Being able to see court documents online.

Attorneys

Increased technology - being able to fill out
forms online.

Taxpayers
Department

Lead Customers

Clerk of Circuit Courts

Justice partners;
DA/Corporation
Counsel/State/internal staff
Attorneys
Judges
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5. Who are your top three "lead / target" customers? Lead / target customers are those customers that if you satisfy their needs, you'll satisfy many others. Be specific.
6. For each Lead / target customer, what are their top three or four needs / requirements? What do they look for from your Department? What's important to them?
7. What do your customers like about your services / products? What are you good at?
8. What are your top three customer complaints? What do they dislike? What are the biggest gaps in your ability to meet your customer needs?
9. What are one or two things your customers say you need to improve? What would "wow" them?
Department

Lead Customers

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

1. Convenience

1. Hours

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

1. Approachability
2. Responsiveness
3. Respect

1. Citizens would like more deputies on the road
2. Don't see squads in their neighborhoods
3. Perceived attitude of deputy usually associated with a
police action

1. Citizens would like more deputies on the road
2. Have deputies at every school

Lead Customers

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

Younger generation (not just
families)

Visitors and tourists

1. Provision of quality recreational
opportunities
2. Efficient and effective use of
outside (non levy) funding
3. High quality outcomes and
products at a great value

Lead Customers

Likes

Ozaukee County Residents

1. Explanation of State of WI property

Citizens
County Clerk

County Board & Staff

NA

Municipalities
Department

Lead Customers
Quality employees (lead and
target)

Sheriff

Homeowners
Motoring public

Department

Planning and Parks

Department

Recreational users

Ozaukee County Departments
Treasurer
Municipalities, specifically
Finance Director/Treasurer's,
Clerks

tax law
2. Accountability and Transparency of
all funds coming in and going out of
Ozaukee County
3. the promotion/reminders of tax
events yearly and bi-monthly.
Continued encouragement to stay
current on property tax payments

1. Sustainable and consistent staffing to meet needsAbility
to meet new needs and challenges
Investment in protecting the environment

1. Streamline payment and reservation options and
opportunities
2. Addressing immediate needs and opportunities

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

1. Nobody likes paying late taxes w/interest and penalty.
2. The duties of the Treasurer's office are statutorily bound.
They must be met. Customer's do not like the
understanding that there is very little we can do if taxes
are late.
3. Land records website navigation is not fun.

1.
2.

In truth, my office receives very high marks from other county
departments, the municipalities, and the taxpayer.
The Treasurer's office remains an integral office to the daily functions
of Ozaukee County. If we do receive a complaint, it typically has to do
with understanding the late tax payment process. Because we are
statutorily bound to executing these rules and duties, there is very
little we can do to appease the taxpayer, aside from helping them
better understand property taxation.
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5. Who are your top three "lead / target" customers? Lead / target customers are those customers that if you satisfy their needs, you'll satisfy many others. Be specific.
6. For each Lead / target customer, what are their top three or four needs / requirements? What do they look for from your Department? What's important to them?
7. What do your customers like about your services / products? What are you good at?
8. What are your top three customer complaints? What do they dislike? What are the biggest gaps in your ability to meet your customer needs?
9. What are one or two things your customers say you need to improve? What would "wow" them?
Department

Lead Customers

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

residents

1. uneven flow of work
2. wide variety of issues handled

NA
One or two things to improve

Unknown (no input)

other departments within the
county

1. being available/listening and
answering questions
2. working to resolve problems

Department

Lead Customers

Likes

Dislikes

1. Timely recording of documents
2. Quick turn-a-round in getting
vital records
3. Friendly service

1. online records are limited

constitutes wanting vital
records
Unknown (no input)

Title companies access to
records

NA

constitutes looking for
answers to their questions
Department
Unknown (no input)

Lead Customers

Likes

Dislikes

One or two things to improve

Elderly population

1. Anticipating future
needs
2. Reasonable costs

1. Slow response
2. Too restrictive

1. Exceptional customer service from front line
workers
2. Expansion of services

County Board Members
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Senior Leader Analysis

• What are their needs / expectations?
• What’s important to them?
• How well are we executing?
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QUESTION 20. The items below are the things that a COUNTY BOARD Member needs from Ozaukee
County Leadership. Get inside a Board Member's head - from your perspective, how
important is this and how well is it executed at Ozaukee County?

Comments on importance or execution
1. Require more consensus on data and information needed. Telling our story, and the why is critical to County Board
support, and all leadership should be in more lockstep around strategic priorities.
2. I'm confused so am I the board member or the part of the leadership?
3. d) Fine line for monitoring progress while providing Vision vs Micro-managing; e) Dept Head should always be
accountable; & h) Staff needs to provide narrative that Supervisors can share.
4. "Competent, high quality, effective staff and leadership comes with an investment (ongoing and updated)
5. Accurate data and information takes time to develop and provide."
6. Every thing starts at the top - therefore effective leadership is highly important. Also dept heads/managers need to be
more in touch with the county board so depts know what kind of information the county board is looking for standardized reports are helpful but may not be the answer in a situations.
7. I do not think the county board should except anything less than the best of services for Ozaukee County Residents.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Our mission statement here in the Treasurer's office remains resolute in that we will provide the very best in those
services at ALL times. Convenience and our land records suite is something we continue to work on as navigation is
not the most user friendly in this regard. A 2019 solution to this is in the works to rectify this as best we can.
a.) I don't perceive administration or the county board fully acknowledges or appreciates the complicated work
Deputy Clerk 3's and 4's do in my department. They not only function as senior professional assistants to judges and
court commissioners by doing highly complex work under extreme pressure in and out of court but also must have an
immense amount of technical savvy and knowledge of unique case management software.
h: televise county board meetings d: committee structure needs review - extremely silo oriented e: reluctance to make
structural changes
The example of the Covered Bridge bathroom not be totally honest and upfront. It was proposed at $185,000 in exec
and when it got to the Board it required a grant. In Gov we must always look transparent.
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As mentioned earlier, I believe the staff does a great job.

QUESTION 20. The items below are the things that a COUNTY BOARD Member needs from Ozaukee
County Leadership. Get inside a Board Member's head - from your perspective, how
important is this and how well is it executed at Ozaukee County?
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3. d) Fine line for monitoring progress while providing Vision vs Micro-managing; e) Dept Head should always be
accountable; & h) Staff needs to provide narrative that Supervisors can share.
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Deputy Clerk 3's and 4's do in my department. They not only function as senior professional assistants to judges and
court commissioners by doing highly complex work under extreme pressure in and out of court but also must have an
immense amount of technical savvy and knowledge of unique case management software.
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As mentioned earlier, I believe the staff does a great job.

Culture, Process and Measures

What do you do?
How do you satisfy customer needs?

Manage what you measure
Ensure we are making progress
Provide performance feedback
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Q21 How well is Ozaukee County doing? Do we have measures and/or track specific data (what, how
well, or how much you are doing) and then do you use them daily, weekly, or monthly to manage
performance?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

At a department level we use measures to track performance, but communicating to Board leadership could be improved.
Measures are difficult in the prosecution field. I've been involved in these issue with the Wisconsin District Attorneys Association for 20 years. The problem is, with a DA Program that has been substantially understaffed since 1992, we
simply can't assess 'best performance.' Instead we are forced to measure the degree to which workload is triaged.
The vast majority of our measures are fiscal
We have state-level measures to track performance. However, the measures are open to manipulation by counties, and don't always track the right way to get the job done. We pay attention to them and try to improve them where
we can, but we will generally provide the right service or assistance even if it hurts the performance measures.
Difficult to compare apples-to-apples between projects/workload, but trying to create database of projects for long-term view.
Hard to establish meaningful measures for certain functions/services.
My unit also had DHS that monitors it and as a Supervisor I have implemented more quality control of staff and their work
The Department tracks all types of measures, metrics, and goals to manage performance and fund operations and capital.
Performance measures need to match funding sources and goals.
Speaking on the functions of this office, we have statutory compliance, ordinance compliance, and policy and procedure compliance that must be met...daily. These are tracked in what we deposit daily to the bank and how that ties out
with our accounting and land records software. We generally utilize the concept of open communication. If there is an issue internally, we must know about it to handle it and proactively solve the issue so reoccurrence never happens.
We have lots of measurements and goals of items I care about for this department. We have little to no measures except for financial budget from the county board.
Use of bonus system
We hire great people, let’s empower them and ask for feedback from them as who knows the opportunities than someone doing the job everyday
In my opinion, high performers are not adequately compensated over average performers.
Financial performance metrics a plenty, but without relative importance / relation to result desires, or to historical trend or future projections. Lasata shortfall last year revealed a metric / oversight weakness, and as a result performance
metrics were developed--these seem pretty relevant and useful... But what about other key functions of county government. These operational KPIs may exist, but are not well communicated to board (or maybe committee)
comprehensively.
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There may be other performance/results metrics in some of the historical strategic planning docs but not really used currently to guide policy or financial decisioning. how are we doing at a strategic level?

Q22 What are the top five to seven key performance measures that most describe our success (think
Customer Satisfaction, Process/Quality, Employee, Financial)? Indicate whether you currently track
and report each measure. – DEPARTMENT HEAD
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Efficiency of service
Timely & Professional Service - track in a general sense
% of clients served
Responsiveness, efficiency and effectiveness
Listen to customers questions/complaints and follow-up on them
Courteous, responsive answers and information .
FINANCIAL/BUDGET
1. sound financial planning - yes to some extent
2. Financial expenses by project (project accounting)
3. Financial/budget
4. Financial revenues by project (project accounting)
5. Timely financial reporting
6. Financial
7. Financial Accountability: Tracked. 100% Daily and reported on monthly and
annually.
8. Financial - monthly budget review
9. Accurate financial data
10. Benchmarking to determine cost for each service
11. Cost effective construction (Developing cost reviews)
12. Amount of profit we generate for the county, but this is more of a factor of the
housing industry
13. Consistent Building maintenance (Budget focused)
14. Return on Investment
15. Financial reports
16. Making a reasonable budget and following it.
17. Budget and project follow up
18. Continuous financial evaluation
19. Fiscal acountability.
20. Financial efficiency metrics that show how efficiently we deliver key outcomes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

CULTURE
Moral and human values
positive image
cultural improvement - no
Having a fair process
Efficiency in use of resources
Thinking outside the box
Productivity.
Offering creative solutions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

SAFETY
Highway Safety (No measures)
Minimizing injuries
Maintaining safety on the roadways

1.
2.
3.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
staff productivity- tracked
employee engagement - yes to some extent
Development of long-term staffing (Monitoring and trying adjustments)
Reinvesting in our great employees
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
1. Customer (resident and tenant) satisfaction
2. Customer Satisfaction- we track
3. Family satisfaction
4. Customer satisfaction (2)
5. Customer Satisfaction: Not Tracked (though we do actually get alot of "Thank
You's" frequently from end-user customers and working with the municipalities
merits email of praise.
6. Quality- collect customer satisfaction surveys
7. departmental customer satisfaction surveys
8. being accessible to the public
9. Customer (County resident and employee) satisfaction.
10. Net promoter score for residents that use services
11. Customer satisfaction - customer feedback
12. Customer Satisfaction - in each county functional area, what are the top 2-3
customer expectations and how are we trending?
13. Customer engagement/efficiency: How many customers are we serving with how
many dollars
EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION
1. Employee statisfaction- complete survey monkeys
2. Employee retention
3. Employee Reviews: Tracked. Annually, semi-annually, and quarterly. This is
typically done yearly officially, but the opportunity is taken typically quarterly but
definitely semi-annually to assure that staff has everything they need to work
efficiently and that every effort is made to ensure employee retention.
4. employee satisfaction survey
5. Employee retention and satisfaction
6. Employee retention and satisfaction
7. Employee recruitment
8. Empowering our great employees
9. Employee turnover
10. Employee satisfaction – feedback
11. EE satisfaction - what are the key employee satisfaction functions, what are current
numbers and trends
JUDICIAL
1. Process - track through corrections needed, input from justice partners
2. Adequacy of preparation for trial
3. cases tried vs. cases settled due to workload pressures

1.
2.
3.
4.

LEADERSHIP
strong leaders
board engagement - yes to some extent
FUNDING
1. funding
2. Outside partnerships and funding
3. Project costs
TRAINING
1. Employee training
2. Trained employees
3. Continuing professional development and education.

1.
2.

COMMUNICATION
1. Community Involvement(organizations that are belonged to by staff)
2. Connections made with our advertisements - We currently track some forms and
not others
3. Open Communication, all employees communicate on daily basis for what is going
on
4. Improved community relations and now have trust.
5. Intentional collaboration with other organizations with agreed upon outcomes
6. Improved community relations and now have trust.
7. Being open , honest and available to the public.
8. Always willing to listen to new ways to do things.
OTHER
Going above and beyond traditional programming & providing broader range of
services
2. Comments from Title companies about the ease to access real estate records
3. Using the minimal force necessary to gain control
4. progress on strategic objectives countywide - no
5. Accurate payments
6. Successful resolve of issues - track in a general sense
7. Holding citizens accountable to the law with discretion
8. Quality of Accuracy of Output: Tracked. 100% daily. This is necessary for the
continuance of accurate financial cash reporting.
9. Number of POWTS Designs Approved - track
10. Volunteer time and investment
11. Statutory Compliance: Tracked. 100% daily. Ensuring the Treasurer's office
rermains compliant with Wisconsin State Statutes is absolutely necessary to the
well-being of the office, its customers, and the State of Wisconsin.
12. Setting benchmarks were possible
13. Always thinking of the majority of residence.
14. Benchmarking: (Applies to all the above) what are the relevant comparisons on how
Oz is doing against peers and best in class?
15. Strategic progress KPI - how are doing implementing our priorities?
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1.

QUESTION 23
How well are things working in your Department? How is your culture? In our Department...

1. The people in this office understand the importance of their work. I think they're

2.

3.

4.
5.

6. Sustainability of staff is the greatest concern and stress for the Department. The
frustrated with the pressures that attorney understaffing and congested court
team works very hard and is extremely effective (awards) and efficient (grant
calendars creates. We operate in an extremely high pressure environment, every
revenues, non levy). The Department operates at a very high level with both
day. I don't think this is adequately understood by others.
quality and output/outcomes. Staff like the purpose and outcomes. Staff needs
There are staff that are not fully supporting our Trauma Informed Care
more financial recognition.
philosophy. When addressing this concern with staff it has caused some friction 7. We promote team work through different projects and meetings/division
between staff and management. Additionally, when addressing/assessing the
huddles where ideas can be shared and new policies implemented. We cross
need for staff time within a program this has caused some strife between
train within the dept to promote better understanding of what others do and to
management and these employees. This negative attitude impacts other
provide flexibility in the workforce.
members of the unit, specifically their stress level and desire to be at work.
8. I think culture is ultimately set by the department head and can falter just as
Our staff is very independent and seems satisfied with the job. They could be
quick as it is implemented. The culture I have hopefully implemented is a culture
recognized more for what they do, but they do it professionally and work well
that is easy-going. We have many other tasks that must be done daily, monthly,
together. We have a very good group at this time.
and yearly that require near perfection/perfection for accuracy in reporting and
j) I need to work on better recognition for our staff internally & externally.
hold our integrity in the highest standard. We have continued cross-training on
We had strong leadership and support at DHS.
office functions, stay within expense budgets, work as a team with other
departments and ourselves together. We work well under the continuing

9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

pressure we have, but make the effort to breathe and support each other.
Recognition of effort is given repeatedly, daily and weekly, further showcasing
the realization of that recognition through bonus's, praise, treats, lunch, etc
There can always be improvements in recognition. I wish the County would do it
a as a whole.
I have no personally-observed concerns in this regard - maybe too new? I
wonder about the bottom 3 items in the DH survey--what's behind these
numbers?
This is how we have always done it mentality
Everything. If there ever was a need for culture change it would start now, but
Mgmt. and Leadership should embrace this
More recognition, if anything.
No
Can always improve communication
Work load and compensation
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2018 Survey
How can the County best support its individual employees?
RECOGNITION / SUPPORT
Recognition, Piece of mind through
services like Health Insurance, life
insurance other items that can reduce
their cost and make them feel important.
Costco, Sams, local store promotions for
local governmental units. POSITIVE
RECOGNITION every day.
2. more recognition of a job well done,
increase wages, utilize bonus program
that is in place.
3. Provide a wide channel for feedback and
ideas to flow upward and encourage the
flow thereof
4. Seeking to understand what they are
individually looking for from their
positions and roles.
5. show them that they are appreciated
when they have done a god job or came
up with a way of operating more
efficiently.
6. Listen to their ideas. Think them out and
see what makes sense
7. Continue to make them feel like partners.
8. Listen! We have great group of
employees, yet management doesn’t
engage them to learn how we could
improve their lives, job and bottom line! *
a famous quote from Winston Churchill
“Courage is what it takes to stand up and
speak, it is also what it takes to sit down
and listen”.
1.

WORK ENVIORNMENT
More human resources one on one
services - make a call to all employees to
ensure they know how to use all of their
benefits = at least once a year check in
2. By providing a work environment that is
open to suggestion and encourages
employee input
3. Safe, supportive, and adequate tools to be
successful. Includes fair pay and benefits
with supportive management. Recognize
that they are our most important asset's
4. Being respectful, appreciative, thankful
and honoring their good work. We do
have a financial bonus system in place.
Use it. I also defer to our administrator
and HR director for suggestions and
guidance in this area.
5. Be a great place to work
6. Positive work climate , recognition, fair
salary
1.

WAGES
Need wage survey to align with industry
trends, develop programs that are
accessible by all department employees,
example quad med, OZ health, yoga,
lunch and learns, parameters, times and
locations are difficult for Lasata
employees
2. It really all comes down to salaries now.
3. Annual raises at least matching inflation.
1.

Provides raises where applicable and offer SOMETHING ELSE
1. good question! Don't think I have an
more professional development
opportunities
answer now though
5. Keep compensation competitive
2. Doing a pretty good job of that already.
Always making sure training is adequate is
TOTAL COMPENSATION
key.
1. Competitive total benefit/compensation
3. Continue to keep county taxes low and
packages
finances stable so employees can be
2. By providing excellent health/dental
properly paid and supported.
insurance & excellent wages into the
future
3. Maintain competitive wages and fringe
benefits
4. Providing an aggressive wage and benefit
package-think outside the box for
employee morale-make them part of the
total team
5. Health care, fair wages
6. Fair and honest performance evaluation
and total reward programs
7. Best practices and good health care
4.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT / TRAINING
invest in their knowledge, invest in
creating a strong team
2. up date their training
3. Up to date resources to do their job.
1.
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QUESTION 24
How well are you managing and improving your processes?

1. Technology is a double edged sword. While it helps us manage case files, it also

increased the amount of information available to us. As prosecutors, our biggest
challenge is that it is impossible to study and appreciate all this information.
Squad video, recorded interrogations, phone and computer dumps, security and
other video recordings. With 4 attorneys, each reviewing between 500-600 files
a year, reviewing, charging and prosecuting them to trial if necessary, there
simply isn't enough time to do the job the way it should be. We are forced to
cut corners, and this comes with risks. Historically, we've been able to offset
this with experience. But with retirements now at hand, and the market for
attorneys being vastly better than it has in the last 20 years, we simply can't
recruit the quality of minds we were once able to. Even if we could, starting an
attorney at about 75 percent of what a starting police officer is paid, we can't
keep them. The attorney has loan obligations, and the lack of pay progression
means that this attorney's salary will not meaningfully advance. (The current
budget calls for a 2 percent pay increase across the biennium.) For the last 15

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

years, almost 100 percent of new ADA hires leave within the first 5 years. In
other words, the inevitability of mistakes is built into the current system
Technology is the weak point. It's state-level technology, and it has been altered
on us frequently of late. We have pretty consistent guidelines on our process
that usually come about after an issue has popped up and been discussed with
the staff.
c) Our work processes are largely taught, but we need to do better to document.
We're definitely improving on using and implementing technology to manage
work. Still need more improvements. Also, need to have the right tech not just
something new.
we could use additional IT systems and support but improvements have been
made with scanners.
There is always room for improvement and process is sometimes a victim of
time. Staff is very innovative and looks for new opportunities and processes.
Staff continues to innovate with technologies.

7. Process management is continuously worked upon here. Through efforts of

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

cross-training and repetition, we continuously find new ways to remain efficient
and knowledgeable in our day to day actions involving the treasurer's office.
We work very hard on continuous improvement at the COC.
Follow-thru clearly seems to be an issue--what's really behind this apparent
organizational ADHD?
Zero based budgeting instead of incremental
Surround yourself with people who are smarter than you, and let them make
you successful
Clearly defined processes and documented follow through
More kpi reporting
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Opportunities for Improvement

Frustrate You / Need to Be Fixed
County Projects
Department Projects
King or Queen for a Day
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What's not working? What do we need to do about it?
COMMUNICATIONS
1. Not addressing all the resource concerns. - Find
more acceptable opportunities to do more
2. Communications with the State government on our
county needs. - Find a way to have our voices
heard at the State level
3. Board leadership and management are listening to
employees, board members, and taxpayers! Empower our employees and board members.
Engage them, listen to them, and help improve the
taxpayers bottom line.
4. capital improvements is always an issue. There are
items that we can not continue to defer. - We need
to find a way to put more money towards capital
improvements or it will cost us more down the
road.
5. Allocation of existing funds for roads and other
infrastructure repairs. - Fix the shit that's broken.
6. Transparency. - Issues that raise taxes, affect
businesses and/or property owners or are over
500,000 total project costs should be noticed first
at the full county board two months prior to
adding to a committee agenda. This will allow all
interested supervisors and citizens to research the
issue.
BUDGETS / SPENDING (1)
1. financial constraints - identify keep priorities,
partner with other counties
2. Closer look at how money is being spent - Take
more time and effort to review all of the fact
regardless of the outcome
3. Year after year of zero increase budgets - Raise
spending with inflation to keep services high
4. Need to continue to allocate funding and resources
toward innovation. - Be open to new ideas,
innovating and embracing new and diverse
perspectives.
5. You can not keep cutting financial and Human

Resources and deliver the same level of quality
zero ice. - Cut service, eliminate programs, close
facilities or raise taxes.

SOMETHING ELSE (7)
1. Transport of mental health patients to hearings costs money and is not therapeutic for subjects. Work out resolution with CSMO to allow for video
DRUGS
for hearings
1. Has opioid abuse diminished in Ozaukee? - Work
2. The problem is that we are all dealing with an
with school districts to improve education on the
incremental increase of data over the last decade.
dangers of opioids.
- figure out how to manage data in a way that
2. drug problem in Ozaukee County. - Continue to
doesn't complicate the mission of other offices.
grow programs addressing this issue, by having
3. Certain Wisconsin statutes need to be
many facets of government working together.
addressed/clarified related to human services
function. - Work with the legislature.
EMPLOYEES
4. Need more positive promotion to the public from
1. Recruitment of qualified applicants. - Because the
county regarding quality services offered, need
county that employees want to come and work for
more partnership between departments. - More
through an aggressive wage and benefit package.
attention to positive marketing/promotions, social
Recruiting and retaining the right people can save
media, informing the public of services offered,
money in the long run.
and support between the departments
2. Keeping advance application employees. - Offer
5. Influx of crime from the south ?
the training needed
6. We are not getting the younger generation moving
into the county in adequate numbers. We are not
EFFICENCIES
effectively marketing ourselves as a desirable place
1. We do not embrace change toward efficiency
to live. The parks that we have are good+, but we
either consolidation or technology. - Long Term?
are not where we need to be long term. Set up technology with other counties. Our Septic
Marketing and recruitment to increase young
Tank program is a good example. All Counties in
population/workers. Don’t be afraid to use funds
Wisconsin do the same thing, but they all do it
to secure land for preservation. This is an
different. "Mr. Ozaukee, knock down that wall." :-)
investment in everyone’s future.
2. Question efficiency of our clinic. - Be open minded 7. Performance accountability - NA
on review of clinic operations, etc.
8. Mission creep in some areas. - Individual self
3. Transit services effiency. - Review program to spot
control
areas that need to improve
LASATA
1. Lasata. - Continue to monitor and evaluate
2. Lasata campuses ---but are improving. - Lasata
management is making changes that look to be
working.

OTHER
1. Too new to really know
2. Again, I’m very new and missing context... but
Committee and board meetings strike me as
superficial rubber stamps or shallow discussions on
smallish issues. I realize this is the start of a new
board and there is a forming and storming process
to go thru... this strategic planning process will
help, I’m sure. - This strategic initiative provides a
start, but will require regular adjustment to keep
CBS working at an important policy level. There
should be a strategic policy level issue
introduced/addressed at every committee meeting
or Board meeting, in addition to the routine
business. Drawing from a list of such critical topics,
standing or ad hoc committees with Staff should
lay out a significant policy issue facing the county,
with alternative solutions, seeking guidance from
the CBS. Means more work.
3. see #6 above. - Figure out how to shift some
priorities without putting residents in danger
4. ``
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“If we only had _____, we'd be much better off at achieving _____."
INSIGHT/KNOWLEFDGE/INFROMATION
A central data repository and a more
robust way of delegating access to it.
2. Crystal ball, better world
3. more insight --- our goals
4. More time and more information before
things had to be completed
5. Better information and communications
on the key programs and projects the
standing committees are working on::::the
best service to taxpayers
6. Common sense. Success.
7. Known, a better result.
1.

STAFF
more staff, greater environmental
benefits
2. more qualified employees...anything
1.

MONEY/ RESOURCES
more money.......all our needs and goals
Funding, we would be able to meet more
of our capital improvement projects. we
could finish improvements at Lasata, build
a new building for sheriff, new roof on
justice center.
3. unlimited resources; everything

SOMETHING ELSE
CBRF, continuum of care and financial
stability
2. regular department head meetings - even
if by remote video...our goals as a county
3. More CBS time.... further reaching, more
comprehensive policy guidance .
4. Unity of purpose, Everything we need to
do
5. inter-county processes, efficiency with
better service.
6. More diversity of ages and experience on
CB, new ideas
1.

DON’T KNOW/NA
don't really have an answer for this
Not sure?
Do not know
can't really think of anything to put in here

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
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Q25 What are the top three to five things that frustrate you? What processes are excessively
bureaucratic, paper intensive, lots of rework / errors, and need to be fixed?
COMMUNICATION / RESPECT AMONG DEPARTMENTS
1. State-level communication is bulky and unhelpful
2. Lack of communication between depts within the county
3. lack of communication
4. length and minutia of committee meetings
5. Better use of resources between departments. Some
departments work well together related to partnering and
others don't. This can cause duplication of efforts and each
of the department's staff working harder to accomplish
something similar.
6. Separation from the departments at the admin center and
the county board.
7. County governance process - committees – communications
8. All department heads reporting at committee meetings
even when there is nothing significant to report
9. Unnecessarily incomplete public communication of county
decisions in controversial cases.
TECHNOLOGY
1. Not having readily available GPS survey grade equipment
2. slow computer system
3. State-level technology, although improving, is outdated
4. I'm eager to get to a paperless filing system, which should
be tied to state-level updates
5. email has gone beyond helpful to out of control
6. Paper handouts at meetings
7. Lack of technology for meetings thanks to ultra conservative
members of the board
8. Amount of emails
BUDGET
1. Approval of grants and grant budgets
2. Zero growth in budget
3. Department budget process and documentation

4. State and Federal grants
5. The mindset that we need to tax and spend up to our state
allowed limits.
6. Not having an expense account!
7. The amount of income accounts
STAFF PROBLEMS
1. Employees choosing not to follow the rules, policies already
in place
2. Dealing with Departments that don't following through with
their responsibility in a timely manner causing more work
for my department
3. staffing not following up or completing tasks assigned,
example performance reviews
4. Leadership and Mgmt. not listening
5. Inadequate consideration of the true policy issues facing the
county--board committees do not truly deal with county
priorities, but deal with the monthly issues primarily raised
by staff--hopefully they are close, but I doubt it. If county
board is busy dealing with the alligators, who's draining the
swamp?
COMMUNICATION
1. When people attempt to make decisions without all of the
facts
2. When people make decisions based upon how they feel
about something instead of what is best for the
county/citizens
3. Lack of communication of relevant information at times.
4. Lack of transparency on many issues
DEPOSITS
1. Timely reception of deposits from other departments. This
is crucial for compliance and interest gain ability.
2. Increased journal entries when deposits are finally

accounted for.
3. Timely indication of incoming deposits and where to book
those.
TRAINING
1. No training in budget management.
2. No training for department managers until recently. Yea
Chris!
LACK OF STAFF
1. Difficulty in finding qualified staff
2. staffing crisis
OTHER
1. Sometimes hard to get a department to work with Land
Information
2. Outcome reporting to Committees
3. Poorly designed chart of accounts
4. Limited ability to increase wages for outstanding employees
5. Unrealistic or unreasonable expectations from customers
6. difficulty engaging management and board as a whole
7. For me this survey was a waste of time.
8. We really have a pretty smooth operation that occasionally
needs a little tweaking, but for the most part you guys are
doing a great job!
9. Public safety organizational review - Sheriff, courts, coroner,
etc.
10. Hopefully someone will be able to provide a manageable
number of goals, objectives, and programs.
11. I had hoped that our effort last year would be included in
this process.
12. Insufficient consideration of strategic/operational priorities first, what are they?
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Q26 For the COUNTY AS A WHOLE, what are the top three to five projects that need to be
accomplished in 2020-21?
TECHNOLOGY UPDATES

JUDICIARY
Update courtroom technology
the way to provide data storage in the next 18 months.
Jury remodel
2. software system upgrades and enhancements
New furniture for judicial suites
Painting/carpeting in the judicial suites
3. We need to streamline the exchange of information between law
enforcement, the DA's Office and defense attorneys.
Judicial System needs to regain its stability.
WORKFORCE
4. The micro-fiche conversion to digital project. This is in process.
5. Increase use of technology to assist pro se parties
1. Coming up with a plan to attract and retain quality employees
6. Explore ways technology can simply and expedite our processes
2. We need to create a position within our office, likely by reassigning
current staff, to focus on file management and discovery obligations.
7. Updating to the web-based client on our land records software from the
3. new staff-county needs assessment
windows-based client. This is in process.
8. We need the capability, within the county, to examine and extract
4. Reduce Entry-level Staffing losses.
information from computers and other devices the way other counties
5. Maintain quality employees that take pride in the county and the work
are able to.
they do.
9. Update phone/ computer systems
6. Usable approach to understanding/meeting OZ county long-term
employment needs
10. Develop/Implement prioritization plan to use technology for current
efficiency, and then achieve effectiveness gains
COSTS/BUDGET
STRATEGIC PLAN
1. Partnering with everyone to lower costs and gain efficiency
1. implement strategic plan
2. Implementation of funding priority issues in the budget process.
2. Develop meaningful performance measures
3. Consolidate financial statements.
3. Develop our own Strategic Plan that implements the County's Plan.
4. Keep taxes in line with growth.
4. develop long term financial plan
5. Maintain a excellent financial rating.
5. Develop a strategic plan - so far this is all about short term tactical issues 6. Keep taxes in line with growth.
6. Develop a new Strategic Plan for the County Board. Identify areas of
7. More affordable housing options.
focus and goals.
8. Long term capital and funding plan
LASATA
7. Develop an implementation plan . Assign objectives to Standing
1. Lasata apartments
Committees
POLICY UPDATES
2. Add new section to Lasata
1. Implementation of new regulations, payment systems
3. Lasata cbrf
2. Various policy updates
4. Develope Lasata into a market leader
5. Renovate unmodeled apartments at Lasata Heights, Extend the dining
INFRASTRUCTURE
room at Lasata Heights
1. New furniture for staff
6. Evaluate and upgrade dining services at Lasata Crossings
2. Need to build a storage facility
3. Develop long-term Building Maintenance plans.
COMMUNICATION
4. Want to update detective bureau work areas
5. Update parks- add equipment storage – bathrooms
1. Consolidation of duplicated activities between departments
6. Bathrooms at all parks
2. Better communication to full board
7. Create and Implement plan for maintenance of county infrastructure
3. Continual education for employees and Board members

1. Paperless filing system - if applicable. State-level systems should be on

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DRUG SAFETY
1. Better treatment options for drug addiction.
2. Drug epidemic number One
3. Another sober living facility.
4. Get our awareness programs on human trafficking, abuse and addiction
into as many County schools as we can.
5. Comprehensive public safety plan to address aging pop, encroaching
metro, mental stability/drug use
OTHER
1. To have an established "user friendly" on-line permitting program for
issuance and tracking of all department permits
2. Develop our next "big" project.
3. cross training
4. Finish the indexing of scanned real estate records
5. Records Retention
6. Continue healthy soils initiative with agricultural producers to improve
water quality and support to Milwaukee River Watershed Clean Farm
Families and those of the farmers in the Ozaukee County Demonstration
Farm Network
7. Seek "Safety" improvements.
8. QA system to monitor compliance of programs
9. Park Acquisition Project(s) - Clay Bluffs Cedar Gorge
10. Complete the delayed projects that are really needed.
11. Get great at what we do know before we look at expanding
12. Additional transportation options with greater flexibility. Maybe like
Uber.
13. Protect - purchase additional land
14. Continual education for employees and Board members
15. Decisioning County strategic/operational priorities and publicly
validating them
16. Developing a comprehensive confidence in our county's water supply
17. Ensuring effective "compliance" with OZ open space expectations in the
face of growing population pressures
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Q27 For YOUR DEPARTMENT, what are the top three to five projects that need to be accomplished in
2020-21?
COMMUNICATION
1. Consolidation of similar efforts between
departments.
2. Increased communication between departments
3. effective communication
4. Better communication between departments,
administration and County Board
AFFORDABILITY
1. Continued development of services to the growing
population of working poor in Ozaukee - i.e. income of $1700/mo. or so
2. Affordability for people to live in Ozaukee County,
which is causing shortage of workers in the service
industry.
INFRASTRUCTURE
1. Working through financing capital improvement
list of projects
2. Repair of county highways
3. Improve the roads (this may be partly problematic
being that I-43 is the worst of the roads).
4. Building Maintenance.
5. I-43/Highland Road off/on ramp
STRATEGIC PLANNING
1. Development of a Strategic Plan/Supervisor
Expectations.
2. implement strategic plan
3. Strategic and financial planning

EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
1. Improve the employee experience
2. Attract and retain quality employee needs to be
the main focus. Our people are our greatest
resource and more efforts need to be expended to
recruit and retain quality team members.
3. Increase pay and benefits to make Ozaukee to
attract the best job candidates.
4. Stability of Entry-level Staffing.
5. Become an employer of choice
6. Coming up with a plan to attract and retain quality
employees
LEADERSHIP
1. Strengthen leadership
2. Develop a leadership program specifically for
Department Heads/ higher level leaders. We need
to fine tune our skills and abilities just like our
supervisors/managers and staff. If this is taken into
consideration I believe the implementation should
be outsourced.
LASATA CAMPUS
1. Analyze the Lasata Campus for future needs of the
aging population
2. Lasata improvements as they arise.

OTHER
1. Security at the Administration Center
2. Address capital backlog
3. Continue on pubic safety, mental health AODA
improvements
4. Security at the Administration Center
5. Implement better performance measures
6. Continued progress on AODA programs and
treatment
7. Arc GIS Modernization Plan
8. Opioid use needs to be rained in.
9. Continued progress in drawing attractive
employers to the County
10. Expand leisure services
11. Long-term Building/Facility Planning.
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Q28 If you were king or queen for the day and time, money, and/or resources were unlimited, what are
the one or two things you would change about Ozaukee County?
WORKFORCE
1. Perform an evaluation of the pay tables and
ranges for each position and adjust accordingly
2. Better Pay and better health insurance costs for
employees
3. Investment in and recognition of staff
4. Better employee benefits
5. Reduce 20% to 12% of health insurance costs for
new employees
6. It is difficult to award county employees since they
are funded by the public but maybe split the cost
for a Brewer game would be a good team building
and appreciation for the employees who do not
have to work second shift
7. Less county supervisor districts
8. Younger members of county board
9. Establish and fund an employee
recognition/reward account.
TRANSPORTATION
1. Public transportation is largely unavailable. It's
likely cost-inefficient, given population size and
density, but with unlimited resources, it would
fulfill a growing need.
2. Paved/Larger shoulders on Highways

INFRASTRUCTURE
1. When building county facilities should look at the
long term for the buildings be built
2. the Heights Apartments were all fully renovated.
3. Fund all the capital projects that have been
delayed over the years.
4. Fund delayed capital projects.
5. Improve/Expand open space/park system including
a greenway (and work to achieve denser municipal
developments and public transit) to protect the
rural character of this county in the face of
population pressures

reporting requirements
3. fully staffed on campus with quality caring and
accountable individuals
4. Have one united building complex with views of
the lake with modern furniture and technology and
have a nice lunch hall with hot healthy food.
5. Additional County Funded Prosecutor. (Our staff
should be 6 attorneys, not 4)
6. Throw a party and show the people how great of a
place we have.
7. Provide everyone with adequate food, housing and
healthcare.
8. Willingness to spend money on items that improve
WORK ENVIRONMENT
quality of life for our citizens
1. Make Ozaukee County the number 1 place to work 9. Work to reduce any silo effect on members of
Standing Committees.
2. Make Ozaukee County the number 1 place to live,
work, and play
10. Give everyone an expense account
3. Culture change
11. Implement comprehensive technology strategy to
4. Being a better listener
make OZ premier county user of technology in state
12. Tram to beach at Lions Gate Park
OTHERS
13. Driving Ranges at Golf Courses
1. Digital investigation laboratory in the Sheriff's
Department
2. development of a meaningful strategic plan that
assisted board members and staff to do great
things without adding an additional layer of
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If budget increased, what services should be upgraded or improved?
PUBLIC SAFETY & HEALTH
OED/Workforce Development/Public
Health (opioids)
2. Probation supervision and/or increased
treatment and rehabilitation services
3. More mental health resources
4. Resources for public safety
5. Health and human services and
maintenance; bike trail
6. increase services to address opioid issues,
roads, public safety staffing, health and
human services staffing.
7. Prosecutors office, lasata staffing and
budget shortfall
8. Public Safety and Health and Social
Services
9. human services / aging
1.

ROADS/ TRANSIT
Road repair
Transit
Transportation
Our roads
Roads and infrastructure

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

INFASTRUCTURE/ OTHER SERVICES – 2
Increased paving & mowing frequencies.
Address critical infrastructure issues
Inter urban trail
Facilities at the Lion' Den., Bridge over
MKE River

1.
2.
3.
4.

no matter the economic environment!
I would look at each department’s
deferred project list and work off of that.
7. Do not know
8. Not an option
6.

EDUCATION
more preventive education programs for
the community, financial literacy, farm
management, parenting
2. Greater integration with the community
including the schools
1.

SOMETHING ELSE
Lasata Heights apartments and dining
room expansion
2. expand services to increase land & water
protection
3. Better internal communications
4. better access to the public for information
requested
5. You answered your own question! We
always need to continually look for ways
to improve and gain needed efficiencies
1.
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If budget decreased what service levels should be adjusted or efficiencies found?
ROADS/TRANSIT
Transit/Lasata
Road repair
Transit
Highway department

1.
2.
3.
4.

COLLABORATIONS
Negotiate a video agreement with St.
Mary's Ozaukee for Ch 51 hearings
2. reduced integration with the community
3. Charges and costs of sharing services
between county departments, charges
between departments seem high
4. Further coordination with Washington Co
for services
1.

SOMETHING ELSE
research regionally for possible
efficiencies, 2-3 county region
2. some services will either need to be
eliminated or curtailed
3. public safety / public works
4. Push Technology
5. We’d be cutting into the bones of our
operations.
6. probably what we do now, defer capital
improvements, look at services not
mandated
7. Discrsionary projects
8. Further conversation required
1.

OTHER
We're screwed
N/A
nothing
Not sure
Do not know
Not sure

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

PARKS – (3)
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Are there any changes you would like to see to the proposed development outline of the Strategic Plan ?
NO/NONE AT THIS TIME – 13

Some will become apparent, but others
vision
9. Try to stay within the parameters of State
will need to time ripen and digest. The
YES –
former issues—those that can be fully
Statutes. What is our mission according to
identified and strategized in the early
the State and try to serve the most people
1. stop increasing healthcare costs and
planning phases should follow the outlined
all of the time.
decreasing access and making it difficult
planning procedures. But for the latter
10. Process has been good in the past. Ensure
to obtain incentives and benefits for
issues, at a minimum, there should be a
that it is a collaborative effort where
employees
list of prioritized critical issues identified.
diverse views are embraced.
2. Internal phone system upgrade.
These can then be considered over time by 11. At some point include citizen review/input
CBS and Staff, and then introduced for
3. I wish we could have a 'Department of
Electronic Government.' The State had
discussion (per agenda development by
such thing, and it was responsible for
the Exec Committee and each standing
establishing a vision for the technology of
committee chair) in order to determine
the future, implementing change and
the way forward at the rate of one or two
supporting existing users.
issues per CBS/committee meeting. This
4. Let’s scour the world to look for innovative
will help keep CBS perspective at the
ways to improve our employees daily lives,
policy level, address the issues over time,
improve our bottom line, Kandahar better
as well as keeping staff engaged at that
deliver services to our taxpayers.
policy/strategic level, in a digestible way.
It’s possible this was your intent in the
5. Solicit input below the Department Head
level
planning process, but it wasn’t entirely
6. It’s probably a mistake to think that we’ll
clear—I apologize if my comment is
have all important issues identified and
redundant to your intent.
7. use A professional strategic planning
approaches defined in the development
phases of this initiative, so that we only
advisor
have to monitor implementation and KPIs. 8. Define what is the County’s long term
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Question 4: Validate Mission, Vision, Values
MISSION
1. This mission statement suffers from a bad case of mission statement-itis...its long winded and not one single
employee can recite it. I know, I have asked. Perhaps the values that we will develop can supplant the
"importance" of the mission and we can leave it alone. I would like a simple statement that we can all recall
and use to guide decision making from the most day-to-day to the larger policy items.
2. Mission - "administrative" arm - Ozaukee County government is more than administrative.
3. MISSION - To sustain and enhance the quality of life for all citizens through the innovative and responsive
provision of services in a fiscally responsible manner.
4. Mission statement should be shorter so it can be memorized. I suggest trimming the mission statement down
to, "Enhance the quality of life for all citizens." Proactive, innovative, responsive and fiscally responsible
should be removed from mission and be put under guiding principles. Possible other guiding principles:
Promoting innovation and continuous improvement, providing quality customer service, being a fulfilling and
enjoyable place to work, cultivating partnerships, etc. Guiding principles should be defined so a person knows
what it looks like to follow principles; for example: Innovation and Continuous Improvement - You create new
ideas that prove useful; you minimize complexity by find ways to simplify; you challenge prevailing
assumptions when warranted and suggest better approaches; you re-conceptualize issues to discover
practical solutions to hard problems. Our current vision Forward Focused" seems to be more of a principle.
5. Seems like the mission and principles are almost reversed... Principles should speak to characteristics of how
something is done... Mission is what we are charged with doing.
6. Ozaukee County should provide unmet services to residents as economically as possible and continually look
to lower costs as we partner with public and private partners.
7. It’s fine, not a big fan of mission and vision statements
8. These look good.
9. Statement should include language about when the county should offer services that are or will be provided
by the private sector.
10. Mission - language to differentiate the private type services (example golf) from public services. When private
type services should be undertaken by the county.

VISION
1. Forward Focused could be better defined.
2. VISION - I think this may be too generic but I am struggling to come up with another suggestion.
3. Vision - I do like this for its succinctness, but as Walter mentioned while its good to focus forward, we
should discuss what we are focused on!
4. guiding principles include value, commitment, inclusion, innovation
5. Vision - I do like this for its succinctness, but as Walter mentioned while it is good to focus forward, we
should discuss where we place that focus!
6. Vision: Doesn't a vision statement look forward to create a mental image of the ideal state that the
organization wishes to achieve? We say we are forward focused, but on what?
7. Vision : Ozaukee County.. You know when you are here!
8. Seems like the mission and principles are almost reversed... Principles should speak to characteristics of
how something is done... Mission is what we are charged with doing.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
1.
PRINCIPLES: Fine with the statement in general, but would add through efficient/effective
programs/government.
2.
Quality of life is a vague concept.
3.
Guiding Principles - these again are nice words, great concept to think about at a high level. I am not
sure how we implement every policy with the goal of sustaining quality of life for everybody. Often our
policies address minutia or competing interests.
4.
Guiding Principals need help, but not sure what...sorry.
5.
Guiding Principles - these again are nice words, great concept to think about at a high level. I am not
sure how we implement every policy with the goal of sustaining quality of life for everybody. Often our
policies address minutia or competing interests.
6.
Good enough.
7.
Guiding Principles: OCG will carry out its mission with honesty, integrity and fiscal responsibility.
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Q1 In your own words, what should Ozaukee County’s mission be?
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

To provide services deemed valuable to the community in
a fiscally responsible manner
To fulfill out statutory responsibility by providing excellent
services, factoring in resources expended in comparison
to obtainable results.
Providing the best services
Improving the lives of citizens through collaborative cost
effective measures
Provide efficient, effective Public Services for a good
value.
Serve the citizens of Ozaukee County while striving for
cost-conscious budget
Maximum efficiency, minimum costs
to help facilitate the highest quality of life for all citizens
Improving our residents' quality of life
Forward focus
To Serve with Excellence
Ozaukee County strives to create an inclusive and
welcoming environment where families, businesses and
the community learns and grows together.
To provide exceptional county services to support our
community
To provide unmet services not delivered by Federal, state,
or local Governments at a minimal cost.
Fiscally, responsibly serve the needs of all Ozaukee citizens
Continued excellent service to all Ozaukee residents
provide services to county residents in a cost effective,
efficient, manner
To provide high quality services in a common sense and
cost effective manner.
Provide efficient and appropriate services at an affordable

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.

level.
31. This is a relatively low level concern and can be addressed,
Help people use government services wisely
ex post facto the strategic planning exercise. Barring that,
Preserve and maintain our resources and make life the
the current mission, although uninspiring, is adequate: ty
best it can be for Ozaukee residents
Board Committee Structure. This is in accordance with
Promote quality of life and economic growth, while
Ozaukee County’s mission to "provide our citizens with
keeping taxes low
responsive government and quality services in a fiscally
Provide quality services to county residents efficiently
responsible manner through innovation, leadership and
using the tax payers money wisely.
dedication.
32. I will stay with our current mission statement.
Proactive, Forward Focused. We should constantly be
seeking opportunities to improve the quality of life
through land preservation, health initiatives, reduction in
costs to our people through best practices related to
energy use/reduction, ideas and staff sharing,when
appropriate, to reduce costs. We should be asking
ourselves what we want our County to be in five, ten,
twenty, fifty years and beyond. Then figure out how to lay
the groundwork to make that happen.
Listen to the people that we serve and protect and then
act to do the right things for the people of the County
To provide the citizens of Ozaukee County with an
innovative and efficient form of government while
adhering to principals of limited government and low
taxes.
Provide a safe place to live, work and enjoy life a a
reasonable cost to all residents of the county.
Make Ozaukee County the best run County in Wisconsin
Public Works, Public Protection, Public Asset Security
Building a sense of community I feel should be part of our
mission. In this computer age we are losing our personal
connection with each other. As a government our focus
and direction is spot on for the people of Ozaukee county.
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